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Dean ·o f business to step down in July
by Joelle Bartoe
staff writer
The ColJqe of Business will soon be losing
a well-respected dean, Dr. Robert Holmes.
On Aug. 26, Holmes announced his intent to
step down as dean of the College of Business
effective July I, 199S, but will continue his
work at JMU as a professor of managemenL
"I think there's a limit to a penon's time in
a job. l've always believed in term limits for
any job," said Holmes, who's been the dean for
12 years.
Holmes uid he feels confident that bis
resignation will provide tbe College of
Business wi th refreshing change.
During his tenure, the dean oversaw the
creation of tbe ooUege's Executive Advisory
Council, Student Advisory Council and the
coosttuction of the $10 million building for the
college.

Holmes took an active role in overseeing the
creation of Zane Showker Hall, especially with
tbe fund raisina.
<i) think it's time for some new direction and
new creativity and a chance for me to do
somedlina else," be said.
Holmes said he is looking forward to
worllig closely with students again. 'Tm
crazy about our students. I love teaching at
JMU."

"I think it's time for some new
d_irection and new creativity ... "
-. Dean Robert Holmes
Though Holmes will
continue his service at JMU.
some faculty members agree
he win be missed as dean.
Dr. Joseph Albert, head
of the finance and business
law depanment. said, "None
of us are parllcuJarly happy
about seeing him retire from
his position. We think he's
done a wonderful job."
Albert said Holmes has
been instrumental to the
growth of the College of
Business. "He bas bad an
incredible tenure here," Albert said. " He's
really moved the school light years from when
be first carne here."
According to Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president for academic affairs, Holmes helped
many StUdt. V~ wi~ job placement after
graduation. She said his caring attitude for each
individuaJ bas contributed to the success of

many JMU business graduates.
"Dr. Holmes is an articulate
and energetic man. He has
excellent rappo rt with the
business community. and as a
result of that, has been able to
open a lot of doors for
students," Oberst said.
She sald though Holmes will
be missed, she is confident lhat
a qualified and experienced
dean wilJ take his place.
"We are going to be in a really
good position to attract excellent
candidates. The new dean will
be coming into a strong college in a dynamic
institution," she said.
According to Oberst. today's business world
is faci ng a lot of instability. In a time of
economic strain, business schools across the
country have been having difficulties.
According to an arucle. "Wanted: Business
Deans," from the May 18, 1994 issue of TM

Ch ronicle of Higher Education several
business deans in universities all across the
country have chosen to not renew their
contracts or are resigning from their positions
after holding them for less than a year.
The article reports the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business say some 40
to 80 of its 6S7 member institutions in the
country are searching for new deans.
Despite the national trend and stalUS of
today's busines world, Oberst said the JMU
CoUege of Business is strong and growing.
"I' m confident that by July I next year we'll
have a new dean here in place," she said.
Joyce Guthrie, assistant dean of the CoUege
of Business, admits the process of introducing
a new dean to a college is never easy.
She said regardless of how qualified the new
dean will be, the adjustment will take some
getting used to.
"There will definitely be a difference felt
because most likely the person who will
replace [Dr. Holmes) will be a very different
kind of person with a very different
personality," she said.
Albert said, " I don't think you're going to
find a candidate like Bob Holmes growing on
trees. They are few and far between."
"It's an honor, and it's been a pleasure,''
Holmes said. "I' m not leaving with any regrets
or big frustnnions, it's just time to move on."

AIDS patient shares his story JMU issues report
on restructuring
by Chris Tieman
stajf writer

The world is not aJways a fair
place, and Henry Nichols would be
the ftrst to say so.
Nichols recently celebrated hi's
21st birthday, a festive occasion for
most, but a somber anniversary for
tbe Maine native. Nichols, a
hemoph iliac, tested HJV positive
when he was I 0 years
old and was diagnosed
with full-blown AIDS
four years ago.
Now be visits
colleges, telling his
story.
Nichols, along with
bis sister Jennifer,
discussed his li fe atld
the importance of AIDS
awareness Thursday
night w) tb about 100
people in Wilsoo Hall
The Nicbolses,
who live in Maine,
devote their time
visiting college
camp u ses
speaking to 16
to 2S-yearolds. tbe age
group with
the highest
number of
infec t ed

by Cyndy Liedtke
news editor
Increasing efficiency throughout
the university was a major theme in
JM U's restructuring repon, which
was submitted Thursday to the
State Council of Higher Education
for Virginia and Beverly Scrow,lhe
state secretary of education.
Every state college and
university had to s ubmit
restrucruring reports to the state by
Sept. I , according to Mike
McDowell, spokesman for SCHEY.
This is bec~use some members
of the council and Virginia
government felt state colleges were
not making changes fast enough in
response to increased en:ollment
and decreased funding, McDowell
said.
There was also concern that
tuition was ·getting so expensive
that some Virginians would not be
able to attend college, he said.
"The plans a re meant to
encourage institutions to study and
implement responsible change, not
j ust belt tightening," McDowell
&aid.

Henry Nichola, paired with hla alater Jennifer, apeak

• iboUt AI08 ...... !0 1,00 JNop1e lf'l WHaon Halt on Sept. 1.

Fred Hihon. director of media
relations, said restructuring "is
designed to make JM U more

efficient and to improve the quality
of the programs and to enhance the
value or the education we offer
students."
The repon defines restructuring
as "realigning academic objectives;
re-engineering administrative and
support ser vices; reshaping
resource allocation; regaining the
ability to deploy facu lty effort to
meetlhe University's mission."
The restructuring repon details
five goals: to provide students with
a better grasp of technology, to
offer a more global education. to
operate effectively within complex
regulations. to teach students to
approach nnd solve proble ms
through collaboration. and to
measure JMU's worth in relation to
the service the university provides
to the state, nation and world.
According to Hilton, a "team
approach" was taken to the creation
of the document and aJI aspects of
the university were involved.
The document gives a status
repon on some of the changes that
have already taken place at JMU
and describes plans for more
changes.
Approval of the plans by the
REPORT page 2
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prescriptions such as AZT, which
peoP,Ie.
stands for azidothymidine, from
'It ' s hard for many of us to person to person, he said. The costs
believe we'll ever be killed in a car of medical care for AIDS victims is
accident, hit by a drunk driver or get often too expensive, Nichols said.
AIDS." Nichols said. "But fact is,
"We need a form of national
more than 250,000 Americans have health care to make AIDS treatment
died from AIDS, and two million easily accessible to those who need
more are infected."
it," he said. "I spenr one weekend in
Nichols, injected with an HIV· a hospital for a foot infection- the
infected needle early in life, stressed bill was $16.000. I'm lucky. Many
the many misconceptions that people can't afford this."
mistake as the truth.
Henry and Jennifer have visited
Three-quarters of worldwide cases 38 of the 50 states hoping to send a
involve heterosexuals infected realistic message to high school and
through straight sex, he said. "It's not college-aged students.
a gay disease, a drug disease. and II
"We don't want this to happen to
certainly isn't - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - you, because
my disease,"
it
can,"
Nichols said .
ha~dfior
Jennifersaid.
" No bo d y
'1
"lf
you
deserves this."
choose to be
Al:cording
sexually
to Nichols.
[
active. know
your partner.
getting tested
for the HIV
his or her
virus is vital
pre vi 0 us
for everyone
partners, get
tested and
who might be
at risk. Due to
p rot ec t
the dJfficuhy of
yourself."
virus detection
"There
in its early~
is no such
s t a g e s •
Henry Nlcllols thing as safe
sex." she
ho we ve r ,
getting tested
speaker 00 AIDS said. "The
just once is not
correct use
enough.
of latex condoms is safer sex, but
It is this uniqueness that makes abstinence is the only safe sex.''
Thursday's presentation gave
the HIV virus an extreme danger to
some JMU students an opportunity to
all at risk, he said.
"There exists a slip period from discuss, listen and see the realism of
two weeks to six months after initial the AIDS virus.
infection," Nichols said. "You could
"You can always read about AIDS
possibly have gotten infected half a in the newspapers or watch it on
year ago and still test negative television, but you can't always talk
to someone who has it," freshman
today."
Nichols said he and hjs family Matt Vavrioa said.
lived afraid and in seclusion for over
Freshman Kristen Heiss said, "No
live years after a doctor discovered matter what you think, no matter who
the HIV virus in the 12-year-old you might have been with, you
should get tested.''
boy's bloodstream.
But Henry doesn't want this to get
"It was hard early on all of us," he
said. " It was hard li stening to people down. He has snorkeling
teachers saying HIV-infected equipment and scuba dives in the
children shou ld be in other Caribbean and has climbed Mt.
c lassrooms. It was hard having my Ranier and the Matterhorn.
He just bought a motorcycle and
father drive me to New York to an
AIDS doctor so no one wold find has already planned some road trips.
out"
Although diagnosed HIV-positive
After going public. Nich Is and . at an age when most kids' serious
his family have taken a worldwide dilemmas were whether to play with
stance for AIDS awareness. The Transformers or watch TV, Henry
Nicholses have rraveled to Japan to said that at times he feels he can leap
discuss medication issues and have taU buildings in a single bound.
"Some days it feels impossible I
lobbied before Congress on AIDS·
will die," he said.
related issues.
Henry Nichols keeps bis hopes
One issue of particular importance
to Nichols is the availability of high for the future of AIDS ·
treatments. Approval of AIDS drug prevention.
treatments is a difficult, as well as an
"Ever since I was a little kid, I've
ever-increasing process. Nichols wanted to be president," he said. " I
figure at the 2008 election I wiU be
said.
The virus changes its outside 34 years old. I'm hoping they'll let
protein coating, altering the effects of me run."

"It's
many oif
us to belt'eve we 'll
d
ever be ki le in a car
accident, hit by a
drunk driver or get
A.JDS. "

Report--~~~~~~~~====
continued from page 1

council and the state legislature is a
factor in funding approval for the
I996-97 school year, according to
McDowell. The council, as well as
four independent experts from
around the country, will be
evaluating the plans.
Hilton said JMU is far ahead of
other schools in restructuring
because It started the process
sooner and to a higher degree.
"What many of the other schools
are doing is just announcing plans.
We're announcing plans, but we are
also announcing progress," he said.
JMU's plan outlines several
changes that have already taken
place. including. the reduction of
credit hours and changes in
curriculum and courses offered.
The plan also describes several
Initiatives that are in the planning
stages, including merit pay.
expanded autonomy for the
university,
increasing
administrative efficiency and the
possibility of students paying to
repeat courses.
The report states all salary
increases for faculty and
administrators will be based on
merit beginning In 1995-96. The
reason for this, according to the
report, is in· order to allocate
resources to acti vilies deemed
important by the universi ty's
mission.
"Accordingly. people who work at
the university should be rewarded
based upon their relative
contributions toward meeting these
agreed upon objectives," the report
states.
JMU, as well as other state
schools, bas asked the state for
more frl'edom in certain
adminisualive and personnel aseas.
SpecificaJiy, JMU has petitioned
state Secretary of Finance Paul
Timmreclt for the authority to issue
Its own payroll checks, process
vendor payments and to use credit
cards for small purchases.
JMU asked to be able to malce
purchases without goiog through
the state bidding system and to
modify the requJrements for bids.
The university also asked to
reduce the reporting of detailed
financial information to the state
and for increased authority
concerning personnel raises,
recruitment and benefit programs.
According to a repon that
summarizes the decentralization
proposals of several S.tate coUeges,
taking these measures would
increase efficiency, improve
services and benefit the individual
institutions.
Other areas of the report have a
more direct impact on students.
According to Jeff Nobel,

IOUS11.N ROVGBI frapllics editor

assistant to JMU President Ronald
Carrier, the Registration and
EoroUment Services Commi«ee is
discussing the possibility of making
students pay for courses they
repeat. Nobel said plans for this
possibility are i~ the discussion
stage.
The restructuring report states
students have an obligation to take
their academic responsibilities
seriously. "Some repeat courses
after not working as hard as they
should to improve low grades. This
takes classroom space and faculty
time that could be used by other
students."
The report states students should
not be denied the opportunity to
repeat courses, but rhat the
university is considering that
students pay a premium when they
choose to do so.
The entire restructuring report
describes 18 areas of restruct.uring.

Other areas covered in the
report:
o
A progress repon on seamless
education and revamping of the
commission and commiuee system.
o A description of the possibility
of the establishment of a trimester
program.
o The status of competency-based
learning, which allows students to
test out of courses or work on tbelr
own.
o A report on the integration of
advising and career services and
plans to increase technology
throughout the university.
o An update on reorganization of
the colleges.
o An outline for proposal that
would c.htlnge the way tenure is
§ranted Lo university faculty .
• Flexible career paths" would give
faculty the option to spend different
parts of their careers devoted to
teaching, research or both.

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the. world is indebted for all tfte t,r;iumphs which
have been?(ned by reason and humanrty over error and oppressron.
-James Madison
Nlcote Motley, editar
Craig NewmM, managing editor
Cync:ty Uedtke, news editor
Jennifer Overman, news editor
Crtstle Breen, asst. news editor

CJ. Grebb, design editor

StepMnle Kriner, style editor
Kllren llclaChln. /lSSi. style editor
Alllon . , ., sports editor

Krtatln ltcMCh, graphics editor
Larry Cooper, focus editor
SMron LIIRowe, asst. focus editor
M.tc SUtton, opinion editor
~ ....,, asst. opinion editor

CNII ......., asst. sports editor

o

Mllw .......,, photo editor
Lorrln Wolf, asst. photo editor

K8ren BNWer, copy editor
Jon8ttwn Rhudy, tU.twrtising mJZn.agtr
Rip De Luca,
Al.n NecJcowttz.
D8VIcl W....._, lltluism
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JMU, other Va. sc~ools named 'best buys'
bJietiJ Smldl
cOIIIriblllillg writer
JMU bas once apin been named
one of the top 100 ..best buya" for
higher education in the country by
Money MagadM.
The magazine, which annually
raw universities based on factors
such as faculty-to-student ratios and
resources available to students,
dropped JMU one position from last
year.
In 1993, JMU was 37th out of 100
in the nation, while this year's list
places JMU 38th.
Fred Hilton, J MU director of
media relations, said, "A drop of one
place, while not great news, is still
nothing too dramatic.
"The key he~ is consistency, and
JMU has stayed consistent in this
poll," be said.
Hilton said this year's one point
drop is relatively insignificant when
looking at the larger pictu~ .
He said from year to year, the
polls 'are going to naturally renect
s light fluctuations from tuition
increases or loss of fuoding.
JMU, while a nocch lower in the
poll than 1993. is now ahead of Mary
Washington College, which last year
was the top public university in the
state. according to the poll.
Mary Washington College in
Fredericksburg was 32nd in last
year's poll. This year it has dropped
to 39th on the list, one spot lower
lhanJMU.
In 1991, Mary Washington was
ranked 23rd by the magazine In its
poll.
"JMU is the highest-ranked public
institution In Virginia tbls year.
Despite our one point drop, we are
nonetheless the highest ranked public
school from this state," Hilton said.
Hilton also said that Money is
"one of at least a dozen magazines

that consisteotly rate us 11 an
excelleftt value in higher education.
We are doinasomdbing right to be
10 well recognized."
Money also placed JMU eighth
among best buys in the Mid-Atlantic
region of the nation for the second
year in a row.
Budget cuts are an issue when it
comes to being ranked as a "best
buy."
Ron Singleton, public Information
coordinator for Mary Washington,
said, "We are seeing a direc t
correlation between the s tate' s
budget cuts and our ranking.
"We are dealing with an
increasing difficulty to maintain
quality education while facing
consistent budget cuts."
Singleton said that while Virginia
colleges have been able to keep the
quality of education competitive,
they have had to make many
adjustments in programs, perhaps
contributing to the lower rankings of
both JMU and Mary Washington.
"JMU and Mary Washington have
both been responsive to budget
changes, and that has kept us in the
running in these polls," Singleton
said.
While JMU has remained
relatively stable in recent years in the
magazine's poll , other Virginia
colleges and universities have not
fared as well.
The University of Virginia bas
seen increasing drops in the poll
since the poll began in 1990.
UVa., once ranked 18th by
MOMY. bas fallen every year to settle
this year at 6lst
The College of William & Mary
was ranked 68th in 1991 and
although it has risen in the poll the
last few years, it is now ranked 74th.
It is also the lowest-ranked public
school from Virginia in the
magaz.ine's pon.
Hilton said, "Aside from the drop

VIrginia Schools
Rated
'Best Buys'
Money Magazine ranked I 00 Institutions based
on cost and academic v alues.
Where VIrginia Sehools Plaeed:
21. WASHINGTON AND l EE UNIVERSITY
' 1. SWEET BRIAR COl lEGl:
'7. EMORY AND HENRY COllEGE

*'8. lAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
*'9. MARY WASHINGTON COllEGE
*61. UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
*69. VIRGINIA TECH
*74. COLUGE OF WILUAM AND MARY
9}. MARYMOUNT COllEGE
* public iNSTiTuTiONS
source: MONEY MAGA1JNE
KRISTIN ROUGH/graphics t!dllor

due to tuition increases in 1992,
J M U' s ranking has been stable
throughout the poll 's history
compared to Olher Virginia schools."
Hilton added although Virginia
has put budget cuts on education,
JMU has made strides in other areas
to compensate for this loss in
funding.
Students remain loyal to JMU
despite the position drop.
Junior Tara Wiedeman said,
" Although JMU 's ranking has
dec~ased slightly, It has not altered
my perceptions of here in any way."
Senior Kim Scharenbrock said, "I
still think we·~ the best school there
is. A drop of one point is pretty
insignificant anyway."

country this year.
Singleton said the biggest reason
for this change has been state budget
cuts.
These cuts inevitably cause public
schools to scramble to think of ways
to work with less money while trying
to keep top quality fa cu lty and
programs. he said.
"Public universities such as JMU
can only work to the best of their
ability with what they·~ given from
the state and must compensate witll
the rest." Singleton said.
"Private instirutions do not have
to rely on the stare the way public
institutions do.''

JMU has remained constant in the
poll because of a low faculty-tostudent ratio, experienced and wellknown teachers, and quality of the
student population, according to
Hilton.
Private schools do not have to rely
on the state for money and are not
affected by fluctuations in state
funding.
Virginia private schools have
surged ahead of JMU in Money 's
poll.
Washington and Lee University in
Lexington was 45th in last year's
poll. This year it has risen to 21st.
Sweet Briar College in Amherst
went from not appearing in the
magazine's poll at all to 31st in the

BEST page 11

officer wiU nominate a school from
their state. A national council group
of alumnae women. who make up the
execu tive advisory board. then
discuss each one of the nominated
chapters.
Number of rushees. pledges. grade
point average. fund raising and
overall total chapter excellence is
considered in making the l.lccislon.
according to Barnet.
Kilty Dunman. membership and
rush chairman said, "We don't have
any advisers o r much alumnae
suppon in the area. We know that we
did this on our own, together."
Fund raising and finan cial
excellence were very imponant in
winning the award, according to
Barnet. JMU's ZfA is considered a
major donor to the Susan B. Kolman
Breast Cancer Foundation. It donates
more than $2,000 each year to the
foundation.
"Each chapter must operate within
a budget and JMU's chapter always
had a surplus. They could turn
money back to the national board,"
Barnet said.
"The program they have put
together is fabulou s . All of the
members did a beautiful job and are
top notch. They not only benefit as

by Lisa Denny
staff wri.re
:. ::..r;. .__
Out of 220 chapters across the
country, JMU's chapter of Zeta Tau
Alpha can honestly say they ore the
best.
In a national ZTA c.fnvention in
Los Angeles from June ~3-28, .JM U's
Gamma Kappa zrA chapter won the
Helen
Margaret
Harrison
Outstanding Achievement Award for
being the most outstanding chapter in
the country.
"This award recognizes this
chapter's excellence and recognizes
the hard work that the entire sorority
has done for a long time." Debbie
Barnet. a zrA national officer who
works with all the chapte rs in
Virginia. said.
Tile award, which is given every
two years, is the highest honor that
can be received according to Cannie
Graham. president of JM U's ZTA
chapter.
"We made a lot of changes to get
this award and it is an incredible
honor," Graham said.
For the past four years JM U's
chapter has received second place.
This year Indiana University and the
BECKY MULUGANicontributing photogrophu
University of Florida received second
ZTA executive council membefa (1-r) Amy Ordekowald, Cannle Graham and Kitty Dunman
and third place.
tnrveled to Loa Angelea to accept the IIW8rd • moat outatandlng c~pter.
To receive thi~ award a national
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Are you l~ for:
a~e?

valuable experience?
law school preparation?
friendship, camaraderie and fun?

Get all of this and more; join the debate t~am.
All experience welcome; no experience required.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Wednesday, Sept. 7, 7:30 p.m.
ANTHONY-SEEGER, Rm. 8
Or oontact Dr. Rm Wutyn at 568-3387, 202 Baker House

1114 hlllcll.....
September 2:
Karaoke on the Commons
4-8 pm

September 16:
Creative Dating
P.C. Ballroom 8-10 pm

October 7:
Color of Money
Corner Pocket 8-1 0 pm

November 4:
Dance Party
P.C. Ballroom 8- 12 pm

November 18:

• Sept. 12 8pm Wilson Hall •

Rocky Horror Picture Show
P.C. Ballroom 8 pm

December 2:
Holiday Ho-Down
P.C. Ballroom 8 pm
• •alllatu ~~~t.rv.,~t t6 ts~ •

•

Free with Student ID or $2 to the
gener~ public
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Mary Washington sponsors series of programs
to foster awareness of multicultural diversity
by Nicki CampbeD
sta/[wri~r

Mary WuhiDaton Colleae in

FredericksburJ belcl a daylona evau
Jut month, k.icltina off a series of
proJrams desianed to foster
multicultural diversity.
The event. "Buildin& Community
Awareness," brouaht about 350
faculty, staff, administrators and
atudent leader• together 10 establish
common around and to improve
~

or differences. e.pecially

race and sender differences,
accordina to Forrest Parter, vice
president for multiculblriJ affairs at
Muy Washinaaon.
Durin& the event. students were
able to intenct with faculty and
administrators throuah aarne and

clisc:ussion poups.
The program wu sponaored
mainly by the P'esident's Council on
Community Values.
Faculty were not required. but
s1r0naly uraed to attend. Pwter said.
Many student leaders were
required to attend u train.i.n& for !heir
various positiou, and almost
everyone who wu invillld aa.ended,
beaaid.
A1 the close of tbe even&. coOeae
President William Anderson
lmOUDCed he wanted the proaram to
continue., aocordinJID Pater.
Perter said lbere would be more
prolfiiDI held II 1be coUeae dealin&
with divenity.
These propams would elpand
beyond race and aender issues to
reli&ion and lelWal orienwion issuea,
he llid..

JMU has not hid en event lite the
one 11

Mlr)' WashinJton. said Byron

Bullock. vice P'esident for student
affairs and director of JMU's Center
for Multicukural Student Services.
..We've not had an actual
conference." Bullock said. "There is
a task force tbat is working on
diversity."
The task force wu established last
spring by JMU President Ronald
Carrier to study the climate for
diversity II JMU.
The committee is chaired by Carol
Kefalu, assistant vice president of
university relations, and James
Wadley,
affirmative
action
coordinator.

Memben are appointed by the
presida\L

So far, the task force bu held
aepuat.e focus aroups with faculty,
students and adminis1r110rs to get an
understanding of diversity issues,
aaid task: force member Mark
Warner, an assistant professor of
health sciences.

In the near future. the task force
wi1J meet to pool all the infonnation
and decide wbal~etion to take from
there. be said.
David Oinn, president of the
Black Student Alliance. said so far
this year, the administration and
campus oraanizationa, such u the
Student Government A11ociation,
have been more receptive than they

werelatyear.

However, be also said "JMU tries
to make everyone think we have this
bia mellinc pot ••• but that's not the

cae."
Oinn aaid be thouJhl tbe idea of a

NICKI CAMPBELL/staffpllotorropllcr

carolyn Ragland (lett) and Erika Elder, freshmen, talk to Diane Strawbridge (right),
academic counselor at the Center for Muhlcultural Student Services at Friday's open house.
daylong conference on diversity wu
a good idea, and he may JUS&est it be
implemented in the funae.
But this semester, the BSA's
focus will be on orJanizina the
African-American popuJalion II JMU
before trying to work with the entire
university, he said.
"'w p-imuy c:oncem ri&ht now is
gettina our student population

together, aeuin& everyone on the
same plane." Oim said.
However, the university would
benefit from proarams that encourqe
the appreciation of diversity, Oinn
added.
This year the Center for
Multicultural Student Services,
which serves as a resource for
minority students in meny social and

academic aspects of colleae life.
plans to hold a Bladt AriS Festival. a
Martin Luther Kina Jr. Celebration,
as well as a series of events during
Black Hisrory Month.
The center, located in Warren
Hall, held an open house Friday
afternoon to let new minority
atudents meet the staff and lum what
proarams it offers..

Changes to SAT take effect this year, adding calculators
by Steve Lee
staffwriter
This year, hi&h school studentS

Will be facin& a Scholastic Aptitude
Test and Achievement Test that is
different &am tbe oriainal version.
The CoDeae BCMII'd amounced the
upcomina dwl&et neu lhe end of
1990. and &his year is the Cant time
JCUdents will be lakin& the new !elL
The board revamped the structure
of the SAT to include the use of
calculators, according to Kevin
Gonzales. 1p0kaman for P.ducalional
Testina Services in Lawrence
Township, NJ.
Gonzales said the math section
will now have "student response
questions.. where the student will
have to work out the problem instead
of elirninlting choices.
The new SAT will no longer
include an an10nym section because
of the greater emphuis placed on
readin& oomprebension.
With the antonym section
eliminated, the section on reading
comprehension will be lengthened
with lonaer passaaes and more
questions, he said.
The SAT and the Achievement
Test wiD now be known u SAT I
and SAT D respectively, this year.
The Achievement Test covers
specific topics such as history and
polities and will now include a 20minute essay and a world history test
~ 110 &heNOY:.l~ \~·issue

of Tinw ma&azine.
SAT-I will contain longer readina
passages and will have more
quenions to gau1e students •
understandin& of the reading
material

SAT-U wiU focus on verbal skills
IJ'Id reasoning ability in the area of
math, acconiing to the article.
According to Gonzales, the
chenges in the SAT are a response to
teachers' demlnds.

"Teachers wanted a test that
con tained
more
reading
comprehension which is reflected in
what goes on in the classroom,"
Gonules said.
According to Laura Conklin,

TO
TAKE
TEST.

lWONUMBER
lWOS?
TOOLS
NOW
NEEDED

SAT REGULATIONS MAKE A CHANGE IN 1994:
OLD:
•NO CALCULATORS
·ANTONYM SECTION
·MULTIPLE CHOICE MATH
SECTION
·ACHIEVEMENT TEST
·SAT

NEW:
·CALCULATORS
•EMPHASIS ON READING
COMPREHENSION WITH LONGER
PASSAGES,AND MORE QUESTIONS
·MATH SECTION WORkiNG OUT
PROBLEM; CALLED STUDENT
RESPONSE QUESTIONS
•SAT I
·SAT II
KRJSTlN ROUGWgraphic.r edt1or

I

associate director of admissions at
JMU, when looking at admissions
standards, applicants are reviewed on
an individual basis.
"We need people to understand
that we look at a variety of factors for
admissions and that the SAT is just
one of the those flctors," Conklin
said.
"I think the decision to change
the SAT was a wise one. because it's
always good to look and evaluate
something over time to make
changes." she said.
According to the same Time
anicle. more than 1.3 million
college-bound high school students
take the test each year.
The test is meant to measure
swdents' math and verbal reasoning
skills. as weU as their readiness for
college. according to the article.
At Spotswood High School in
Rockingham County, one guidance
counselor said she approves o f the
changes.
Lynn Hooper said she felt
satisfied with the new SATs and with
the use of the calculators.
" I see the need for calculators
since many jobs today usc
calculators, maJting it an imponant
task to go through." Hooper said.
Some freshmen at JMU have
differina reactions to the changes in
the SAT.
Troy Adams. a freshman from
SAT page 13
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COURT SQUARE
DOWNTOWN HARRISONBURG

A Workshop for JMU Clubs & OJianizations

c,oME TRY Ol..J~

September 24, 1994
9:00 a.m. • 3:30 p.m.
Get the most out of your club experience through:

F~ Qt,:h. D~
AND GRIEAT
8URGIIR8 • •• PLU8 MOJIIIII

• Membership Development
• Networking
• Fund-Raising
• Increased Membership Participation

I~::t ::~.1 .

OPEN 365 DAYS A YEAR

434-8282

RESERVE

Brought to you by the Office of leadership & Organizational Development.
L _____
.!:.e~s_!!~O.!! !.~~!! ~f~~!!,o~~~~:_83_?:.. _____ ..I

.!2.r

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C0 R P S

Find the light I
Check out Br••u
Advertising
For rate Jnformadon call
Jonathan Rhudy at
584127
.~,

\
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~
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Classes begin Sept. 12
CLua med ror ooe hour ll!less ~ indicalcd.

Ballet
B~glnnins Tun I Adult Balin · Thurs. 6:30
lnte~diatt Tun I Adult &/Itt · Wed. 7:30
Ball~t IV · Sol. II:30

Balkt V · Wed. 6:30
Balltt VI - Mon. 6:30
Adv. Ballet & Pointt I · Mon. & Wed. 4:30
Adv. Ballet & Point~ If . 1Uts. & THut'$. 4:30
Ad11. Ballet & Pointe Ill - Mon. & Wtd. 5:30

Tap
Beginning Teen I Adult Tap • 'TUes. 8:00
lntermtdlaJe Tttn I Adult Tap • 'TUu. 7:00
Advanced Teen I Adult Tap I · Tua. 5:00
AdWJnetd Tttn I Adult Tap II · 1lm. 6:00

Jazz
Bt8iMillg Tun I Ad11/J lau • Tues. 6:30
Mvanad lnttmwliiJtt Tttn I Adwb Jaa · Thun. 7:30
Advonctd Tttn I Ad11JJ Jaa • Tuts. 7:30

ONECOURSETBITCOULDCBINGE
TBE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with confidence.
confidence, character and man&Qement skills. All
EnroU in Anny ROTC, an elective that's different
the credentials employers look for. ROTC is open
from any other coUeQe course. ROTC offers ~ to fMshmen and sophomores without obligation and requtres about 4 hours per week.
hands-on leadenhlp training. Training that
gives you experience and helps build sellIt will put your U!e on a whole new course.

Modem Dance
~u

Bt&innin& Tttn l Adub Modtm • T111ln. 7:00
lllltrmttliatt Ttm I Adllll Modem • Tlum. 8:00
Advanctd lnttrmLdialt Tttll I Adldl Modem • Wtd. 8:00
AdWJnctd Modem • Wed 7:()()

ARMY ROTC

Ballroom

TIE SMIITISTIDJDiE

Cdl for 111/omNltlon

433-7127
77 B. Market Street
Downtown Harrisonburg

IDJISE10U CII'IIIE.
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.-OUT & ABOUT
Shenandoah Shakeapeare Expreaa
-returna with 'Taming of the Shrew'
l

·-

It-'ll l l
:---

The Shenandoah Shakespeare Express will present '"'be
Taming of the Shrew" at S:30 p.m. Sept. 9 at the JMU
Arboretum. 01airs will be provided and blanket space will
also be available. Audience members are welcome to bring
food. Parking will be available along University Boulevard.
In case of rain. the show will be held in Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium.
Tickets are SS per person wjlh free admission for children
ages six and younger. Tickets can be purchased at the gate
or in advance by calling X6261.
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• Unidenllfled Individuals allegedly stole a beige pus~ button
telephone from Maury Han, room G-13 at 4:25p.m. Sept. 1.

by Greg Froom
police reporter

Trespassing
• All unidentified Individual reportedly entered a resident's room In
Shotts Hall at 3:03 a.m. Sept. 1.
The individual is described as a wMe male, about 5 feet 10
Inches tall. He was last seen wearing a white T-shlrt and jean
shorts.

Campus police report the following:

• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a gray Specialized Hard
Rock mountain bike from the Alpha Sigma Tau sorority house
between 11 Lm. Aug. 29 and 3 p.m. Aug. 30.
The bike was secured with a Giant U·lock. It has 26 Inch wheels
and a racing style seat.
The bike Is valued at $350.
• Unidentified individuals aUegedly stole a Fisher brand dubbing·
deck cassette/compact disc player/recorder stereo from an
unsecured room In Eagle Hall between 5:30 and 6:30p.m. Aug. 30.

Valley to host stamp show Sept. 10

-:

P 0 L I C E

t .. ..~.~~..,l

Grand Larceny

NEWS F I L E

•

7

Petty Larceny
• ~ Individuals allegedly stole a Papazon chair with a
wicker stand, cereal bowl·shaped base and an orange cushion from
Shofta Hal at 3:45 p.m. on Aug. 31.
The chair is valued at $150.
• Unidentified lnciYtduals allegedly stole a Kansas license plate,
JKT-.496, from a 1982 Toyota Cellca parked In Z·lot at 3:50p.m.

Possession of Marijuana
• Student Gregory G. White, 19, of Glen Allen, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana as the result of a search
warrant in Wayland Hall at 12:45 a.m. Aug. 31 .

Harassing Telephone Calls
• All unldentHied male allegedly made harassing telephone calls
to a resident of McGraw-long Hall at 10:55 a.m. Sept. 1.
• All ~K~ldentlfled lndMdual allegedly made harassing telephone
calls to a resident of Hoffman Hall at 1:14 p.m. Sepl1 .

Medical Aaalst
• Officers assisted with the treatment of an individual who
repoftedly feR from a loft In White Hall at 3:44 a.m. Aug. 31 .
The Individual was taken to Rockingham Memorial Hospital for
treatment.

~ntified

Shenandoah Valley Stamp Collectors will have an
indviduals allegedly stole a black Jansport bookbag Officer Aaalst
• JMU officers assisted Harrisonburg City Police In securing a
from the boolcstore at 4:10p.m. Aug. 31.
opportunity to purchase stamps and covers close to bome,
The bookbag reportedly contained a paperback geography crime scene at 6:02 Lm. Sept. 1.
when Red Dog Stamps company sponsors the Shenandoah
textbook, three spiral notebooks and a Casto calculator. The
Valley Stamp Bourse Sept. 10 at the Shoney's Inn in
Number cA drunk lri public charges since Aug. 28: 3
caJcUator is valued at $50.
Harrisonburg.
The event, which runs from 10 a.m.-6 p.m., features a
broad selection of stamps from the United States and foreign . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
countries. Stamps and covers will be available for purchase
by show visitors. Postcards and some philatelic supplies will
be offered for sale as well.
Admission and parking are free.

Horae racing returns to Mt. Airy on Sept. 11
The Third Running of the Shenandoah Races will take
place Sept 11 at historic Mt. Airy Farm in Ml Jackson.
The day wm feature II races for thoroughbred horses
performed on the 7/8 mile turf, over brush and timber
fences.
Spectators are invited to have a tailgate picnic with
family, friends, or business associates. Food and non·
alcoholic beverages will be available for purchase on the
grounds.
Former Virginia governor and senatorial candidate L.
Douglas Wilder, gold medalist endurance rider, Valerie
Kanavy. and glass sculptor James August Warsing Jr., will
be among tbe special guests. Exhibits, concessions and
children's auractions will be avaiJable. Numerous exhibitors
of fine arts, crafts, gifts and clothing will be present along
with miniature horses.
GeDeral admission is $7 before race day, $10 at the gate.
Children 12 and under are free.

NCR Fellowahlp open to graduate students
Students interested in pursuing a career in the field of
nuclear power regulation and continuing their education can
apply for a fellowship program with the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
Administered by the Oak Ridge lnsti~te for Science and
Education, the NRC Fellowship Program provides funds for

• College Republicans meeting, Maury Hall, nn. 20 I.
7:30p.m. Oliver North's youth coordinator wiU speak.

• Wellness Self-discovery Series: "Introduction to Yoga."
Taylor Hall, nn. 203, 5:30p.m.

' Yoga Class, Godwin Hall, rm. 205, noon. No
experience necoessary. Wear loose clothing.

•

• Intramural Softball Oficials' Training Clinic
registration. Godwin Hall, nn. 213.

• Intramural Championship Division Meeting. Warren
Hall, nn. 408, 5: IS p.m. This is a mandatory meeting for aU
clubs and organizations participating in the Championship
Division.

• Intramural Tennis sign up, Warren Hall, nn. 300. Sign
up for singles or doubles through Sept. 13 at noon.

\\ed11c~tlart

7

• WesFel, Presbyterian Campus Ministry, Taylor HaJI,
rm. 309, 7-8:30 p.m. Games, singing, fellowship and
discussion on a variecy of faith issues.
• Pre-law information meeting, Harrison Hall, nn. A·
206, 7 p.m.
• Wellness Wednesday Program: "How to Start an
Exercise Program," Taylor Hall, nn. 205, noon; and
"Adjusting to College," Taylor Hall, rm. 205, 7 p.m.
• Intramural Softball ToUill8metlt: Team captain's
meeting, Zane Showker Hall, rm. G·S, S:30 p.m.

lMU Women's Volleyball vs. Marshall. 7 p.m.

S

Tlrursdtllf
•
•

BARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 404, 5 p.m.
Pre-Vet Club meeting, Bunuss Hall, rm. 243, 7 p.m.

• "Prime Time." Campus Crusade for Christ weeldy largegroup ~J~CCting, Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 8 p.m.
• Pre-law information meeting, Harrison HaU, rm. A-206.
7 p.m.
• JMU Night at Skatetown USA. Free admission with
JAC. 7:30.10 p.m. Skate rental is $1 .
• Yoga Class, Godwin H~ . 205, S: IS p.m. No
experience· necessary, wear loo~lothing.

~~Ui~m~~~~n~~~s~~sin~~=================~==============~=~=

such as health physics, nuclear engineering and specialty •
engineering disciplines.

et your message across! Publicize your club or organization's
bac~~~: !=~Ym:t;t~~.sc:=:=~~c~m¢:~edtJ!
meetings or special events by putting them in the Weekly Events
Graduate Record Examination (ORB).
·
calendar each issue. Just send the title of the event, its date, time and
Selection is based on academic performance and
academic and professional refezences.
location along with a member's name and phone number to:
FelJowship applications are being taken through Jan. 23,
Cristle Breen
199S, and awards will be announced in Aprill99S.
For applications or additional information. contact Rose
The Breeze
Etta Cox at (61.5) 576-9279 or Tom Richmond at (615) 576Anthony-Seeger Hall

2194.
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Dine In Buffet Hours
Wed. Nite
5:30-9:00 $6.95
5:30- 10:00 $9.95
Fri. & Sat.
11:30- 8:00 $6.95
Sunday

$1.00 OFF Buffet with validJMU ID J
Expires 9/ 21/ 94

L~:~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~:~~:

j'

______!.!~~~~- .

Recycle
Me,
Please.
Geftlla ~ Cealer. Cc:alcr orieelltioo ftlQUired prior to '*or facilily.
Mc*ly·Thllf'lday 7 11R • II pill
~
71111 · 9pm
SDrday
NooG • 6 pm
Sunday
I • 9 pm

Yep Ouscs in Godwin 20S c~ Monday ll nooo; Thunday ll S: IS pm. No
expc:riaace DCCelllfY. War 1ooec dochina.
1lU 0111 0... bqillllell wcct, 9114. Wcdnesdayall S:30 pm llld Thandayalll oooe ia

Oodwill lOS.
Wet.. W~: Every Wedaclclay cveoi.na• 7 pm and Ia cl 3rd
Weclladayall Nooe ia 1iyb 203. Nell week:
9n. Noon
·How to s..n • &Oldie Propu~.
9n, 1 pm
· Adjllltilla to Collqc"
9114,7 pm
•Sc:tfOcfcn~e Worbhop"
Sdr-Dilamry Selia · 1st and 3rd Tuesday l l S:30 pm in Taylor 203.
916
lnuoduc:tloft to Yop

-

Come on In!!

9fl0
Journal Writin&
NatanllllPt
918
Happy Hour and informational mcctlna. 4-6 pm l'llylor 306.
9/10
Frisbee OolfToumamenl, noon-4 pm, meet at Godwin field.

We've got what you're
thirsting for. .. for
under a BUCK!!

Snapple 16 oz .li
llistic 20 oz .99
Gaternde 16 oz .95
Crystalljpt 16 oz .99
Nesta 15 oz .I
Aoy varie I& ez bottle soda
On~ .75
/Vaft a ~rtfe, ~~~aJH,
JlltAR BALLINS @

·---=-·· .... ..,. .. ...,,
Seiert ftylc!s

~ EiJ~~AMOCAif

Geaenl Reerat1oa lloun inoludin& RacquctbaU. Wall~ and Squash Courts, Godwin

free Wci&hl Room..lsauc Room in Godwin Hall
Mon • Thuts 3 • II pm
Fri
3 · 9 pm
Sat
N0011 · 6 pm

Sun

I · 9'Pm

Pool in Godwi n Hall

568-6669
For a complete schedule of
Recreational Activities, stop
by the Recreational Activities
Office, Godwin 213 or the
Campus Center Information
Desk.
All activities are open.to
undergraduates, graduate
s tudents, and facufty or staff
with a valid JAC.

Mon • Fri
Noon • I pm
Mon • Thurs 7 • 9;30 pm
Fn
7 · 8:30 pm
Sat • Sun
2 • 4 pm
Deep wecer Exerdle 1\lcs & Thur 12:10

a: 8:30pm
Sll & Sun 2:30pm
LCipn Fltoea Ceo&u • Newly redesigned aerobic workout facility loc:alcd in
basemct1t oflopn Hall, fe11wing Ufc:cyclcs, L.ifc:slq)S. Cooccpc Ll Rowers ud
a Schwinn Alrdync.
Mon • Thur 2 • 9 pm
Fri
2 · S pm
Sun
S • 7 pm

Mtn'• Volleyball Tryouts. Godwin Gym. side 8 , 9-11 pm. 915 & 9n

Co-Ed Field Hockey gnmc vs University of Maryllllld, Sunday, 3 pm on Godwin Field.
Men'• Ruaby aamc. Sunday, 9/ 11 , I pm on Godwin F'.cld.

. -- _.__. ---------- ---- -------- ----- ---
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Crisis spreads beyond Havana; officials fear
Cuban refugees Will flock to U.S. Naval Base
SANTIAGO, Cuba - While attention has
been focused on rafters Jeavfna Havana for the
United States, scores of Cubans have been
fleeina the southeas(em pan or the island to
bead directly for the U.S. naval base at
Ouantanamo, 40 miles away, according to
residents here.
Unlike the chaotic exodus from the capital,
which thousands have fled on makeshift rafts,
residents bere described a much more
oraanized effort lovolvina dozens of fishing
boats.

Many of the boats were stolen or
commandeered from marinas here and in
surroundioa towna.

Althouah comparatively small in numbers.

the steady mipatjon from this bliWric city CUbe's second lqeat and one that prides itself
on bein& the cradle of tbe revolution - is a
sip that the crisis bas quietly spread beyond
Havana and into otber areas of the country that
have lotla been admired for their commitmeru
to communism and to President Fidel C8stto in
pmtjcular.
•
Indeed, the national silence that bas greeted
the flight from the eastern provinces is seen by

some bere as a calculated effort to lessen a
potentially serious moral blow to the
aovemmcnt.

"You know why they don't say anything?"
said Ulyues Torralba Sancbe~ . 32, an
unemployed eJcctrician.
"Sand-ao Is the heroic city. Tbe city of tbe
revolutJon. Here, the revolution has always
been lb'Onptt." be said.
It is difficult to assess how many people
ba\'e left from here or other seaside towns in
the southeast over the last two weeks.

But the fact that tboae who ventured out
apparently bave chosen the base at
Ouantanamo as their destiiWion is evidence
thai decention camp1 there are more a maanet
than a deterrent. and thai the bile Itself, at least
for some residents in the southeast. is seen as a
vi~le option.

Despite heavy security and a minefield,
concern that Cubans wiU SUMm Ouantanamo by
land bas been expreued by both governments
from the onset of the crisis.
On television the niaht or Aug. 31,
Presideat Castro said he had ordered that no
Cubans be allowed to approach the base by
land to seek refuge because that might ignite
local conflict. Waterborne arrivals were not
addressed.
Residents of Guantanamo City say police
now are restricting entry to the town to people
who prove they live there.
With ac:ces.s by land cut off. residents said
waterfront areas such as El Canarejito, a
marina by the bay here. and other coastal towns
just east of here. became major launching areas
about two weeks aao.
On Aug. 16, a fishing boat called La Trocha

was stolen from El Cangrejito by a group of
men who set off for the base.
Residents said thai episode was responsible

for what followed at the marina, which
overnight drew people wishing to go to the
Ouantanamo base.
Vicente Mato, 42. a lifelong resident of El
Cangrejito, said people began linjng up at the
marina, offering money for a place on the boat.
Over the next few days, El Puma, El
Maritza. Segunda Conchita and other fishing
boats left with as many as 12 people on board
each as crowds continued to gather. Similar
scenes were reported at several other
watetfront areas.
Resi~ents said police were constantly

present, inspecting boats, settling disputes.
controlling the crowds and confiscating the
identification cards of those who were leaving
the country.
As was the case in Havana, warnings from
U.S. officials that Cubans faced lengthy
detention and no chance of migrating legally
were discounted.
'1lley were saying it on Radio Marti,'' said
Mato, referring to the U.S. government
broadcasts.
"Don't Leave because you don't bave any
chances of ending up in the United States.
People left anyway."
Late Aug. 29, two boats were moored at El
Cangrejito and apparently were set to leave
with a full complement of passengers.
Repons of pirating arc common. and owners
have become guarded because people have
been known to board by force at the last
minute.
Near one of the boats, where the crew and
pusengers reportedly numbered 14. a man
holding a butcher knife emerged from the dark
and retreated hastily without answering
questions.
For those who are in favor of the exodus,
these are the comprehensible acts of desperate
men facing desperate situations.
And for those who are fervent believers in
Castro and tbe revolution- and tbey are not
hard to find here- these are the damnable acts
of a minority that the country is better off
· without
'1lle revolution is stronger here in Santiago.
and Fidel bas always said so," said Jose
Betancourt. 25, a ·dancer who was sitting with
friends across from the city's cathedral.
''There are people who are leaving bere, I
have no doubt about that. But these are people
who don't work, who don't study, who don't
apply themselves to anything ... Let those

people go and leave behind only those wbo are
worthwhile."
"The people wbo are leaving have always
wanted to leave,'' said Karel Quindelan, 18.
"They are dreamers. Now that thi s
opportunity has presented itself, they have
left."

But even in this crowd there is a recognition
that the quality of life in Santiago, as in the rest
of Cuba. has greatly diminished.
And even though they, like the government,
say the U.S. trade embargo is the main cause of
the dlre economic situation, they concede there
is a domestic contribution.
While most people sliU earn pesos. it takes
dollars to buy almost all goods beyond basic
foods.
TranspOrtation Is so scarce that many here
now rely on horse-drawn carriages. which
charge a tenth of a cent. One of lbe cily 's
principal markets, where goods from the
Communist bloc once were sold, now is
abandoned. •
"Look. I' ll be frank with you. There are

problems," said Betancoun. "Young people
have a hard time buying clothing, food. shoes..
. . All the stores accept only dollars, and we
don't earn dollars."
To make matters worse, parts of eastern
Cuba were devastated by heavy rains in May.
Here and in the town of Guantanamo,
several hundred homes were lost. thousands of
people had to be evacuated, and the principal
source of income for many. the sugar harvest.
was a principal casualty.
Two months later, the hard-pressed Cuban
government for the first time in more than three
decades eliminated what it called nonessential
gratuities. including free lunches, free language
classes, free vitamins and even free boardingschool unlfonns. a staple since the revolution
in 1959..

WXJMgoes on
the air late due
to FCC renewal

ROGER. WOLLI/1iBUG/sU1jfpltotograpMr

Attention!
The ROTC color guard performed on Godwin Field Thursday 8ftemoon. The group's performance was part
of • demonatntlon for new c.-.. In • military eclence clan.

WXJM kicked off a new year o f
broadcasting last night at midnight, a week
later than normal, according to Kara McGuirk,
WX1M general manager.
McGuirk. said the station decided to stan
broadcasting a wee k late in order to give
deejays and managers time to learn Federal
Communi cations C ommission ru les a nd
regulations so WXJM's FCC license could be
renewed.
According to McGuirk, the FCC requires
that all FM stations renew their licenses every
seventh year.
In order to have their license renewed, all
deejays and managers are requjred to take a 2025 question test on FCC rules and procedures1
McGuirk said.
"We really are more strict than any other
college station I know of." McGuirk said.
"Since we are FM , we could get in more
trouble" in regards to broadcasting obscenities
or other FCC violations.
"We' ve never had any trouble, and we want
to keep it that way." McGuirk said.
WXJM deejays and managers returned to
JMU a week early to begin training and seuing
up for the new school year, according 10
McGuirk.
The station went off the air Aug. 6. a few
weeks earlier than usual to make improvements
in equipment. McGuirk said.
She said the station has only gotten a couple
of phone calls in the past week from listeners
wanting to know when they could once again
tune into the radio station. "They've been
pretty good about it," McGuirk said.
- Ct1stle Breen
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Recycle,
Reuse,
Reduce!

additional toppings 93¢ ea.
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Si....,.. liicl it says a Joe to see
JMU be competitive with private
collqea ,.ho have a 1arJer financial
bue aDd do noc have to fear losing
tu moaey the way public colleges
do.
Viraioia •s budaet allotted 16
percent of tu reveaue to higher
educadon In 1989. Since then, that
percentaae has decreaaed to 12
percent in 199<4, according to
Sinaldoa.
..Wblle this difference may not
teem dnmalic, millions of dollars BR
loet witb every percentaae drop in
fundina. Inevitably, the burden of
payina for colleJI! has been placed
upon che IIUdenc," he said.
Otber public Vii'Jinia coUeaa to
• make tbls year' s list lnc:lude Mary
Wuhinaton, UVa., Virpnla Tech,
and die ColleF of Wlllilln A Mary.
1bey pllced 39th, 61 at. 69lb and 7<ttb
respecdvely.
Privaae state schools on the list
include Wasbinaton and Lee, Sweet
Briar Colleae. Bmory and Henry
Colleae. and Marymount College.
They placed 21st, 31st, 37th and
93rd.

being recognized u an outstandina
chapter but IMU benefits as a whole
through their activities;' she added.
Dunrnan-said, "'t's an incredible
feeling. I wisb all of our liSkrl couJd
have gone. Everyone looked up to us
u JMU ZTAs and admired the wort
we have done."
" I'm really proud of everyone,"
Graham said. "It's not just the
execbtive officers who won this
award, it was definitely a team
effort."
Convention activities included
meetings, a vote on a new
constitution and an awards
ceremony . There were also
workshops on leadership skills and
ways to improve each c~r.
Duaman said the convention gave
her the opportunity to meet many
other ZTAa from throughout the
~·
is an incredible feeling. There
were so many different types of
people there at the convention. It's
bird to ex.pa.in but we all share thal
one bood tbal makes everyone clote.
I wish every one of our sisters could
have gone," she said.

"'t

News/Focus Meeting

today at 5 p.tn. in
)Un~ony-Seegerr~.

l~UZIEID

ROGER WOLLENBERG/stoffplwtographtr

Steppin' out

12

Happy Hour Aerobics takes place In Hillside Fitness Center every Friday at 5:15p.m.
The event Is different every week, with power walking being last week's activity.

OIF liiHIIISl
20 W. Water St. • Downtown HarriMnburg
Mon.-s.t. 11-8 p.m., Sun. 12-5 p.m.

ew Releases
Wida~p111ad Panic

...., ••••
Sugat&

Souls at Zeroep
, ~~v.~ ti used COs and hu,8

~-;, \\\
1544 E. Market St.
(On the Access Road to the Sheraton Inn).

\\1

ll~

+ 433-5550 +
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.
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PL\JS RIG SAVINGS S10REWID~
Buy 2 sets
of Guitar
Strings, get a 3rd
set of equal or less
value free! Get an
additional 20% off our
already low prices on all
DrumHeads
with a valid JMU ID!

Save over $1 00
on an Ibanez
Acoustic Guitar
Jam Packl $225

Tascam
MultiTrack
Recorders
from $258

(existing stock only.
offer ends 9/30/94)

Instructional &
Technical Books!
Special Orders
Welcome!

inc ludes d readnought guitar,
glgbag, quartz tuner, strap,
picks, extra strings

Guitar Player
Bass Player
Rock Guitar
Vintage GaUery
Keyboard
Magazines! ·

£~

In stock!
4 & 8-trac ks, mixers,
dual recording decks,
microphones,
headphones & morel

8olsA
8c:lo~
A
~~Q
~ Sy.rt.
Cks cf ft

e, e,,OisJ
~

,..,,Oc8

88ors

Guitars • Keyboards • Home &Car Stereo • TVs • Camcorders • VCRs
.

.

YAMAHA • IBANEZ • PAUL REED SMITH • CRATE • ESP·• OVATION
TAKAMINE • TAMA • LUDWIG • ZILDJIAN • ENSONIQ • ROLAND •
ALESIS • ALVAREZ • YAIRI • MITSUBISHI • JVC • ALPINE • POLK •
KLIPSCH • HOHNER • CANON • COUSTIC • CRUNCH • BAZOOKA
"$50 minimum purc hase required. Subject to credit approval. Ask for complet e details.

9·6 Monday - Friday; 9-5 Saturday. CLOSED Monday for Labor Day

Take JMU Shuttle Route 4 to Southgate Court, & You're there/
2990 S Main, Harrisonburg

434-4722

MUSIC ·'N
ELECTRONICS
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Cairo's plan to decrease population S~Jfrom--5 -_.;..._
improves women's status, position ::._...=_obou'""
he.hb amana women of reproductive
aae are bavin& one'• rna preanancy
Perhaps the moat distinctive
elemed ollhe Cairo pJ.n of IICiion is
ill....,..... CID ~ lbe ri&)lls.
~ _.economic ltaiUI of

pllllldwomen.
Popglalioa eaperu say there

•e

two ...,..10 do 10.
One re.CJD 10 inclelae their fi&hll

ia tJaat femal11 suffer more than
males froa the effects of hi&h
popablion-powlb nta.
The o1her reuoa ia that tbere ia
arowina evictac. tlaet ona of the
moat effective ways of briDaiDa
dowD tbe number of unwanted
prepiiiCiea IDd a.:r-ina lhe 1118 of
modln .,...**fGv• ia to impron
the lot of prll IIIII womea.
1he deiNII evidlace of oeallive
effecll of pnpdaaiCID powlh under
hiah f.ulity . . 81 the individual and
household levela," uid Robert
Cuaen, a Univenity of Oxford

ecoaonUaL
..Mothen eapoaed to a luae
IIUiftber of prepancia have a bi&h
rialto(~

"Cbildren with larp aumbera of
brothers aad aiatera will be more
likely to M deprived ia vuioua
waya." .. said.
..Oirla suffer iD particulu, and
once they fail 10 be educated, Che

scene ia aet for inaeraenerational
traaamiaaion of poverty aad blah

f.atdy."

Amona

the chief causes of poor

at too youna an aae and abo of
h .. ma 100 many precnanciea too

the IUilemenL
A$ a result, experu say, one of the
few ways women can attain status
and aecurity is through bearing more

cloae~D~Clher.

children.

CUidrea bom leu !han two years
aft« a previous binb are more likely
to be underweiabl and iD and more
likely 10 die in childhood.
These and ocher reuona account
for lhe extremely hi&h infant- and
child-dealh ntea in poor countria.
The bell way to increue the
au,ival of children, many eaperu
like 10 aay, ilto have fewer of them.
Every y... M:COrdinJ to fiaurea
from the United Nationa, an
animated SOO,OOO women die of
prepancy-rellled caasea., more than
90 percent of them in developing

"'The education of women stands
out in atudy af\er arudy u the most
c:ouiaent way to make an impect on
reproductive behavior, on infant
mortality, on family health, on
individual productivity." said
Timolhy E. Wirth, undersecretary of
ataae for aJobal affairs.
..Again and aaain. even a little
education for women pays dividends
in every recopized indea of soc::ial
proareaa and development," Wirlh

c:owdries.
AD A&ic:an woman, for eumple,
is 200 times more likely to die in
childbinb tb.m a European woman.
In addition. more than 100,000
women die eac:h year from unufe
aboniom, alnat all of them in Third
World CCMlbiea.
Ia many puu of the world,
acc:ordina 10 a lt.alemCIU by the Stale
Department'• Office of Global
AffaiR. ....... are feel lea, Jiven less
medical care.. withdrawn from school
earlier and forced iDIO hard labor
1001* . . boyL
..Women, who perform an
eatimaaed 60 pen:ena of the world'1
work. own only 1 percent of the
wodd'a land and Clift jult 10 pen:ent
of 1he wodd'1 income." accordina to

added.

Many who have helped plan for
Caito say it wu lhe involvement of
women'• aroups in particular that
helped broaden lhe plan and, experu
aaree. make it more responsive to
people'• needs.
In the past, family-planning
proarama were designed by "experts"
and more or less imposed from the
lOp down as aovemmentleaders ael
arbltr.y quow for lOCh things as the
number of sterilizations or lower
birthrala 10 be achieved.
.. What we've learned is that the
women of tbe Thint World are a lot
amuaer than the demographers, ..
World Bank demopapher Thomas
W. Merrick said.
"You can aer more propesa by
addawaina !heir ac:!Ual needllhan by
demandina it from the top down, ••
Menidtuid.

Delivery Hours:

11 a.m. to2a.m. Dally

43-DUKES
(-r "''"'""~ oJoJ

C\Ub "Night

0

O) GERONiMO

Sli\RR\NG tn· (21 &. up)
7 p.ll'· -11P· (.All ages)
.tn· - 3a.tn·

chanaes to the SAT .00 thinks it may
be a linle touaher lhan the l:nlditiona.l
tesL
"The new one mi&hl be a little
huder, but not by much, .. Adams
said.
"h may be harder especially
because you may have 10 think more
and can't guess as much," he said.

13

_ _ __
Jamie Lujan, a freshman from

Harrisonburs. said that while he djd
not know much about lhe changes 10
the SAT, be thinks any changes to

lhe traditional SAT are good.
•'I've never really thought the
SAT was that valuable to begin
with." Lujan said.

"It's mainly a test to see how well
you take tests, so I think any chanae
Lo lhe SAT is for the better," he said.

Interested in becoming
involved with your
university and your
com,munity? Then
come to the
News/Focus meeting
today at 5 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger Hall,
rm.12.

D

Special \:l~
•
0
Occas1ons
Demand Special Meals

o

Make Howard Johnson's Your Celebrating Placel
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast is Always Available

HOWARD,
JOHNSONS

Restaurant

Next to Hunter's Ridge

1-81 and Port Rd.

TI calculators \\Ork harder.
To help you work smarter.

.TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

821.21

842.•
$28.21

BA II PWS"' Combines

TI•35X Ideal for
advanced algebra,
trigonometry, chemistry,
computer science and
statistics.

BA·35 TI's most affordable
calculator for time-value-ofmoney calculations.

.J--IJ

advanced financial and scientific functions in one easy-touse calculator.

~

IFocusj
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A violation of the body and mind
For rape victims,
reporting the crime
often becomes the
second trauma.

It was a m,hl not an1ib awy od.r.
Afler meetia& up with a friend at an off-campw
J*tY, lellior ~ walbd biCk to Onelt Row with
him. Once they arrived ll his &alemiry hou.le, both

foolia& around."
Evauually, he 1ried eo inidale ~
..He would try, IDd I would say 'no• and he would
try apin. IDdl would say 'no' apift." Trtcy aaid.
Eveamally, abe plll8d out from dnmbnneu. WheD
abe wob up. lhe knew immecli8lely that he had r-.ped
bqlll ti:llq.t ..

...

nped her, she Nid. She let him know she was llnlfY
..t 101d one of her ICirOrity listen, bul lhal w u the
CUIIDI olany recalillion.
..After illu:ppeDed. I didn't WllltiO deal with him
e¥er . . . . end I didn't Wlnl~nyone to know," Mdlftie
said abou& JepOrtina the~
Conflict ian'tlbe only fiCIOr preve:nliJ1I more repons
of rape. Ouilt ad confusion play lar&e roles in the
minds oiiiLiftY vicliml.
""for •lona rime. I bltmed mytelf. I dlou&ht I should
• • known beG« lhlll eo pt dloll drunk." uid senior
Atrrytl, wbo uawillin&Jy bt her vqinily to a former
friend.
"'nce I reaJi%ed tbaa he
che 0118 wbo commiued
the crime here, I didn' t wantiO &et raped tw~. It
would jlllt be hia word aalinlt mine, llld I wu drinking
under aae. Not much ol a le& 10 ltlnd on. I tried and
c::onviaed him in my own mind."
IDioxic.bon illl't a teiiCft eo bl11ne tbe victim or an
excwe for the agrasor, explained JMU p1lduale Amy
Wan. who wu a member of the Student Coalition

w•

w•

""It W~D't tha& I
exactly in pain. bul be Mdn't
even bolbencl to uae a condom or mythina." Tncy
aid.
1he ~ . . . . abnlplJy and ,....,.. • wont.
Sboct md diabelief followed. ODce abe knew she
wua't prep1111. she did'* beat eo forpt tbe entire
iDcidG.
She told DO one.
., ;.a pit it in the pill my &almlll yar, lried 10
believe il w.a't real. bul it kind of came up apiD my
IOflbomore ,._ . . • Once I realiz.ed it. I w• IC8I'ed for
a wbDe. and Ibm I w• ...,y for a while. Then I )all
eccqJied it • pm of lbe pMC." Tncy said.
Per lUll)' IQJdenla, 1boup. it d not plrt of tbe J*L
Sea.. like lhi1 are common not only across the
~ buliCIOII the JMU canpua.
Melaie•, a junior, w• doin& a favor for a friend by
~ him home the

....

- -- -----~--

ni&bt he "blaically pinned" mel .

ILLUSTRATIONS IY JAMES HAWKINSIIfd§cart&n

A&ainst Rape (SCAR).
"Why ia it du:& men can &O out lind &et really drunk
lind do wlwever they wanl, but women always have to
worry, 'I have 10 wlldl out for myself lind my friends.
and I have to mab sure I'm not wearing the wrong
&bin&?'" Wa liked.
..Just because you're drunk doesn't mean that
anybody can do anythi.na they wan to you. No means
00. DO mall« what."
Unfonunlleb', not everyone believes tbaL
Explainin& the mindset of a rapist involves
numerous psycboloaical factors. John Bolin. fonner
JMU student and c:oordin110r of Men Against Rape,
uid sexism c. be fomdlllhe root of a sexual assaulL
..Powu ia defllliaely a factor in toeiety in &enc:ral. the
way men are taught, through images in the media,
everywhere. It's all stuff lhat4 ingrained in you," he
Wd. "All people. but especially all men. are potential
rapists. ~ ion& as you lmow how to deal with it. you're
okay."
Wan ageed.. "Because of social 1\ierm:by between
genden in our soc:iety, some men are conditioned 10
believe that it's okay to exhibit their power over
olhen,"ahesaid.
Apparently, that kind of social conditioning works
both ways. None of these women chose 10 repon the
incidents, and their decision to remain quiet isn't
unusual. Oiven the relative silence on the topic,
bowevu, lhe IUI.istica are •ta'1lin&·
There ia a r..,e on a college campus every 21 boun.
accordin& to a report &om Rape Agreuion Defense
(RAD), a aroup of counselors whose purpose is to
conduct small-group diacuuiona to educate JMU
students onaexual111ault.
One in teVen of all women now in college have been
raped and one in four have been attacked by a rl!pist.
the RAD report said.
More than h.alf of college rape victims are anacked
by dales lind more than four out or five rape victims
know their attackers.
Even so, leu than S pen:ent of college women report
incidents of rape 10 the police, and more than half of

VIOLATION
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THAT DANCE PLACE
FOR fiLL YCKIR DAnCinG nEEDSI
Dance, Exercise, & G,mnastic Wear
Ballet, Tap, Pointe,
]att S G,mnastic Shoes
...
433-1713
33 "· Federal St.
Harrhonbarg. Vfl

~a•OIIo..ltr

DEADLI!\iE: ."i p.m. Tut• .... d;'·'· St·I.C•·•nh•·•· fi

BECOME AN
"A"mDENT

Olde Mill

OF THE ROAD.

Monday - Saturday, 10 - 6
10% discount with JMU ID
Downtown across from Crestar ATM machine

Our residents are our
best advertisementHere's wh ...

_V~llage J

A Motorcycle RiderCourst is for
everyone who wants to have more
fun riding, while becoming bener. safer rider. Call J-8()().
447-4700 to join the class.
IITOIHIYCU UftTY ,_.Till

Amenities Galore

• Pedal on c.he level - no hiUs to climb

or inaerstate to cross.

Phone:
568-3922
Sal A SUn

11 · 11

• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient beat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parting ~• Pre--wired for t.elepbonc.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt loclcs and door viewers on
all apartments.
• WeU lit ~g lot and walkways.
• Converuent bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
• Full time Management and maintenance.
• No sliding doors.

"There is a 'home-like 'feel
here, ...enough space to breathe.
You just get more for the money. "

-Michael Harris

Your on-campus

" You don't feel like you're
living in your roomnu1te's back
pocket. ,

SERVICE STATION
Postage Stamps

-James Orndorff

In any an1ount

Video Renta.ls
$2.25 per nJpt

CALL TODAY!
432-9502

Gift Certificates
In any a..:nount
Cor any occaslon

On-campus Delivery
Flcrwer8 and Balloo08
10-6 Mon-Fri

oaz

S IUD.e
Se:rv.tce
Dry c.ldu:Lina and a...und.ry
• · pUR. P roc:e.. lna
lA by

91~0

. :,;
i:J

IJacJo by . 130

/tlu~V t'k4t !r ~~P-t~e

.......... ...,

...the apartrMnls are new
and spacious... "
-Kristen Phillips
"I love Olde Mill's location
- it's so close to campus."
II

lnby . .~O
IMC.k by ••30

t~e~ etii(IH/;1(/e,rt

~ EII~ ~ IHOI-

~~ ...the

-Milan Patel

apartmenls are clean
and modem. This is a very safe
place to live ... "
-Vanessa Howard

Professionally
Managed by
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division

434-1173 or 432-9502

COLDWeLL
B .~N~eRO

HORS[EY AND
CONSTABLE
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raped colleae women tell no one of their
victimization. ac:cording 10 Susan Xenarios,
direc:1or of the Rape InterVention Proaram of
St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center in New

Sexual Assault Counseling

York.
· JMU Di rector of Public: Safety Alaa
Mac:Nuu aaid only three rapes have ben
reponed at JMU in the last fom years. They
were all .:quaint.n:e rapes.
Wm explained, ..They fear no t being
believed, being ridiculed and being alienated.
"When 10mething this traumatic htppem, it
seems thM 10 keep it 10 yoiD'Self ia bel&er thin
10 risk thM kind of hun again." he said.
Shawna Dens more, pres ident of Equal,
apeed with that viewpoint. "I understand not
wanting 10 go forwlfd. Ac:c;usmg someone you
know iJ a very hard thingiO do."
Mc:Nuu said there simply isn't a good
reuon not to report a crime. Any rape should
be reported '"because it's a criminal offense,''
he said.
'1bere's no c:hanc:e you can deal with the
individual, and he can do it again. lr nothing
else, think about the~~ victim."
However, reporting a rape, even as an
altruistic geature eo aid a faceless future victim,
ian 't easy in the wake or s uc h • traumatic:

• C.l'npus AssCiult Response Helpline.
\CARE) 568-6411
• Citizens Against Sexu(ll Assult (CASA)
-l34-CASA
• Equ;ll 568-6845
• Altern(ltives To Fear 2811 East Madison.
Suite 208
Seattle. WA 98112 Acquintance rape
education for adults and teens: self
defense
• Mens Anti - Rape Resource Center. P.O.
Box 73559.

experience.
"That'a c:lic:he. It would just be my word
qainst bis,lnd he'd be flee anyway. If be was
going to hurt anyone elae, I wouldn't have
stopped him." Wan Mid.
Tbe dec:ision eo report or not report a npe i.s
an qonizin& penonal decision. one made by
the individual, bued on numerou1 fac:ton.
Lut aprina, JMU adminisntion formally
addreaed the illue or lexual usaulc. ldoplin&
a new rape policy in reapoue to SCAR 'a
demanda. The chaqea included a full-time
sexual assault coordinator, trainina for
members of the Judicial Colmcil to deal wilh

JCRISTEN ROVGB!tropltic.r «litcw
sexual assault cues, a third-party repoTting
system and use of the phrase, "ae.xual assault"
insse.d of ..aexual rniJconduc:t."
..lt'a a really, really goo d a tart," uid
Denamore. Her areatest hope wu that the
aexual assault coordinator would serve u an
i:nfonnalional tool for vic:tima of .:qua.intance
rape.
1be imporuru thin&. lhe said, i.s to talk to
aomeone in order 10 leek self-help. ..Women
need to talk about this more so lhey don't feel
alone, 10 they don' t feel auilty or blame

themselves," Densmore said
The aftennath of a rape doem't have to end
with coWlSCling for the victim. JMU students
have the option to charge their attacker
judicially or c:riminally.
Deciding to charge someone criminally
exc:ludes JMU'a judicial process and is handled
by Harrisonburg authorities, but a judicial
ch..ge i.s c:onducaed within the wnvenity.
The rape is not made public or brought to
the attention of the police. Though someone
found guilty will be expelled from the

university, the crime is not on a permanent
record of any kind.
Before the five-member Judicial Council
even meets 10 discuss the charge, however, it
must be wonhy of tbe council's time. ThiJ is a
process s imilar 10 a grand jury in the public
court system. but only one person decides the
validity of the claim.
Michael Way, assiswu 10 the associate vice
president for student affairs, is the sole
decision-maker at JMU.
If he fmds the case to be valid, the accuser
then has to make a decision between going
before the council or allowing Way himself lO
make the judgment. Many opt to allow Way to
decide for the council in the interest of
confidentiality.
Densmore believes allowing a judicial
charge for rape at all is a ludicrous way of
handling iL
"We're not talking about plagiarism here.
We're talking about a criminal act." she said.
Wan disagreed...1 thinJc it's a good option
for students. h provides a way for students to
avoid confronting their rapist."
Criminal charges can take up lO a year just
lO be heard, she said.
That gives the victim plenty of time to be
exposed to the attacker on campus and may
cause stress wh.ich may affect the victim's
academic perfonnance.
A judicial charge would get the rapist off
the campus and allow the victim 10 get on with
life more quickly .
Right now, there's not muc:h 10 hear, at least
not &om victims themselves. Most decide not
to

aay anything.
Whether that is the correct decision or not iJ

a judgment that will never go beyond the
victim.
• Due I() tlt.e suuilive 1101we of the topics,
some nomu lulw bem clt4nged.

the

****
433-3776
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HARRISONBURG

LARGE

16" PIZZA

WITH ONE TOPPING
ONLY

9
9 D.ELIVERED FREE

. THIS IS A REAL 16. LARGE
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Students choose own style of comfort
by Karen McLaughlin
asst. style editor

W

hether coming for the
first time or returning to
camp us , s tud e nts are
jumping onto the runway of college
life, ready to mal<e fashion choices
based on comfort and style.
Many student s find that basic
and most popular clothing does not
change from year to year. Casuaf
c lot hes like jeans, T-s hirts and
swea tshirts fill the dressers and
closets of many JMU rooms.
Junior Nathan Hayden, who likes

Hayden said. "You can just pull it
on over your bead, and you don't
even have to wear a shirt under it."
Generally, sophomore Carolyn
Phillips al so c hoose s cas ual
clothing whe n s he heads off to
class.
"I usually go for jeans and a Tshirt. Every once in a while I dress
up, " she said . "Anyt hing goes I
guess."
Many students feel the same way
and are pleased to see there is not
much emphasis placed on the type
of c lothing one wears around
campus.
Sophomore Alison Heigbtcbew,
a transfer student~ came from a less
relaxed atmosphere at the
University of Delaware. Before
coming to JMU, she said students
either looked as if they bad just
rolled out of bed, or they dressed
perfectly.
"Here, there is a happy medium,
and everybody just kind of does
their own thing," she said. " It's
really no big deal [at JMU] , where
at Delaware there was a lot of
judgment made on exactly how you
dressed."
r many s tudent s hoppers,
omfort is the key to fashion
and the only trend to follow.
For this reason, it is common to see
sandals, s neakers and boots worn
by those who travel by foot.
Hayden, who considers his style
to be laid backf said he would wear
sandals all the time if he could.
"I strive for comfort ability," be
said as he exp lained that s hoes
confine and cramp his feet.
"I don't think feet were designed
to be in s hoes, they are very
unhappy when they are in shoes,"
be said.
Sophomore Matt Micou bas
found comfort all year around. For
the last three or four years he bas
worn the same pair of Chucks, and
even though be describes the red
s hoes as ratty, be is more than
happy to keep them.
"I don ' t dress to impress," he
said.
Other students find comfort in
types of clothing that others may
feel overdressed wearing. Senior
C hris tin Cogley often wears

dresses
becau se
" they ' re
comfortable, they're easy, and
they're one piece."
By wearing comfortable and
loose- fitting dresses around
campus, junior Caroline Jones also
has the opportunity to express her
individuality and fe mininity,
qualities that jeans and a T-shirt
would not allow her to show.
" I feel ·feminine in these
dresses," she said. "I like to express
my femininity."
Personal expression is not as
much of a concern for freshman
Chris Vaughan. He leaves his dorm
in the morning wearing "whatever
I wake up in from the night
before."
\;;;;;;;

R:

r others, the morning is
be time to prepare for
the rest of the day.
Sophomore Patric ia Carter
said this is important for her.
"I don' t feel alive if I don ' t
even tually get ready," s he
said.
Even though she dresses
more for style than for
comfort, wearing the
lates t fashion s

~
.....

black buckle shoes with wing tips
that be found while shopping in a
small store in Spain.
He said he enjoys shopping at
small stores where he usually finds
unique and dressy clothing.
" If I fmd something I like, I' II
buy it/' he said. "I don' t look at the
price tag. If I like it, I' 11
buy it."
While dressy
clothing is less
common
than
jeans for everyday
coJJege
wear,
many st udents
admit
to
br ingi ng
trunk loads
0
f
clothing
when they
arrived as
freshman.
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to s hop for s horts and sandals at
surf shops during the summer, is
now preparing for the cooler
weather, taking out his jeans and
sweatshirts.
"Pull-over hooded sweatshirts
are the greatest things in the world,
because they're so comfortable,"

l.

p

also make s
h
e
r
comfortable.
''I guess I don't
really go with the
normal college thing,
the normal sweats hirts
and flannel-type things,"
s he said, desc ribing her
s triped crop top and
overalls as daring.
She has always loved to
shop and bas worked in different
retail s tores. This seaso n, s he
believes short skirts, halter tops,
body suits and skorts. shorts that
look like a skirt from the front,
will be the most popular items.
Sophomore Deep Chatani said
be dresses both casual and formal
while at school. One of his most
fas hionable items is his pair of

Sophomore Jennifer Banach said
she remembers how she packed
for school last year.
..1 brought a lot more dressier
clothes and ended up dressi ng
like a complete slob last year,"
she said. "You can tell who 's a
freshman. I think they dress up
more than they should."
As the second week of classes
begins. sophomore LaTanya
Johnson said she feels that those
who dress formally for classes will
quickly change.
"Everyone dresses to impress the
first week, but I think you are
going to see a lot more comfort
now," she said.
Sophomore Jennifer Harvey
changed her style of dress and
spent hundreds of doUars less on
clothes this year than last. Before
entering as a freshman~ she spent as
much as $800 on clothes, but now
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s he said she lives in the sa me
clothes.
"I used to dress up all the time,..
but s he s aid , " I don ' t car e
anymore."
Although many freshmen may
s pend this amount or more on
clothes, others did not know what
to expect in colJege, and therefore,
decided not to spend their money.
Freshman Patrick Major was
unsure of Harrisonburg weather. "I
didn't know what to expect, and I
didn ' t want to buy a whole lot of
shorts," he said.

nstead of shopping at the mall,
some students look for different
styles and at the same time save
money by s hopping at thrift
stores.
Sophomore Heidi Olda
shop$ at thrift stores for
clothing that meets her
personal style.
"I wear a lot of
70's
.things
hether returning to because
that' s
campus or coming for the basically what's in the
first time. studen!~ can thrift stores," she said.
..1 like big shoes, shoes
expect to see styles other than wose
that make me really
featured at popular stores like the
_o_a.;.p_
, Ed_d_ie_B_au_e_r_o_r_Th_e_L_inu_
·~_ed_.__ tall. I like things clunky
and flashy, I guess,
but I wouldn't say that
Everybody on campus
I 'm really in style."
is going for the biggest
Whether in style or
not, s tud e nts
wi ll
pants they can find, and I
continue to see fashions
come and go. Hayde n
think once the winter hits
predicts that a s the
it's going to be crazy. It's
weather changes big
pants will be the next fad.
like big jeans, a quest for
"Everybody
on
campus is going for the
big jeans. "
biggest pants they can
find,
and I think: once the
Nathan Hayden
winter
hits it's going to
junior
be crazy,'' he said. " It's
Senior Crystal Thornton has
like big jeans. A quest for
added color and originality to a
big jeans.,.
normal pair of flip- flops by tying a
No matter what is featured
variety of small balloons to her
as the biggest item in the
thongs. She made the shoes and
fashion world, students know
wore them while attending East
what they like .
Carolina Univers ity. Since the
Senior Sandra Fowler says,
weather gets colder sooner at JMU,
"You have decided what you
s he is taking advantage of the
are comfortable in and what
opportunity to wear them these fmt
you Hke to wear, so you have
few weeks.
those clothes. Every once in a
Micou shows his individuality in
while, you buy something
his coUecti011 of hats.
new."
"I' m not a big baseball hat
Photos by ROGER
person so I have a lot of other
hats," be said.
WOLLENBERG
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Micou is often seen wearing a
beret, a big floppy apple-jack hat or
a top hat ...They're just cool," he
said. "I like to stand out."

I

Stores open in 'Burg

IS

by Nield Campbell
staff writer

hop 'til you drop may not be a catchy phrase
around the 'burg. but new store openings arc
increasing the options for those with holey
pockets.
Whether students want to add ro their wardrobes
or buy bargain sporting goods, the Harri sonburg
transit can get them where they need to go.
O ne new store is a name popular in malls
throughout the nation. Last Thursday, an Express
store opened in Valley M all where the Ormond
clothing store used to be located.
The Express. part of The Limited Corp., is a
women's clothing store that offers fashions similar to
those of top designers like Marc Jacobs. Calvin Klein
and Chane! at more affordable prices. said Brenda
Hibbard, store manager.
Prices at the Express range from about $19 to $99.
with some higher priced items like coats. she said.
" Express is. to me. a trend setter,'' Hibbard said.
··we like to think of ourselves as a leader in the
fashion industry."
Sophomore Jennifer English said she thinks 1t 's
"great" that the mall has an Express store now.
''They kind of have a decent rnnge of styles," she
said. "On sales. the prices can be rea sonable. hut
regular prices can be high."
Pan of the store's trend-selling. international narc
is in 1t's French·inOuenced atmosp~re. she added.
I f Express IS successful. some o f its sister
companies, including Victoria's Secret. Bath and
Body Work s. and Structure, may com e to Valley
Mall. Hibbard said.
Other shops new to to the mall are Reel
Collections and Sunglass Hut.
For movie buffs. Reel Collections is a video and
mc..vie memo~abllia store located where Saturday
M atinee used to be. Sunglass Hut is n booth set up in
the middle of the mall.
Two new temporary stores in the mall are Country
Treasures. which sells crafts and furniture, located
where Brooks used to be, and Western Connections
western wear by Ruby Tuesday.
Each will be open for at least one o r two months
and may later sign permanent leases. said Betsy
Conyers. mall marketing director.
Also. Country Cooldn' has moved to fill a vacant
space across from WatsOn's and Victory Lane racing
memorabilia store is where R&R Leather used to be.
The mall has only a few vacant spaces, which
should be filled by the holidays. Conyers said.
Outside of the mall there were also several store
openings.
For those looking to try out a new sport or two.
Play It Again Sports, a used and new sporting goods
store, opened in June at Spotswood Valley Square
near Kroger.
" The essence of what makes us di ffcrent from
most sporting goods stores is the used as well as new
spons equipment:'' owner Jerry Fry said.
Freshman Jon Vahcdian thinks this store is a good
addi tion to the Valley for srudents. " It's a good way
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JOtN THE
GtEEONS TEAHII

DELTA SIGMA PI

YOUR RUSH.

Are you interested in a job that offers:
• Entry level pay $5.17 per hour
• Flexible scheduling
• Every other weekend off!
• Avariety of pos~ions
+Available promotions .
• Acentral location •
only a five minute walk from
anywhere on campus
+Opportunity to meet new friends

GtEEONS DtNtNG HALL
fSCURRENTLY ·
ACCEPTfNG APPLtQATtONS
•lime management
• Character building
• Educational growth
• Social interaction
• Leadership training
• Opportunities for
advancement

Infonnational Meetings:
Wednesday. September 7
8:00 pm ~llegheny Room
Warren Campus Center

Thursday, September 8
6:00 pm Taylor Hall 305
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rid of equipment if you don't
need illfty1DOI'e." he said.
Tbe lJIIemlliooal frlnchile opentioo sells only "hanl goods,"
tbiDp Uled 10 play I pme, not clotbin&.
Play It Apia SporU atocb IDything from bikes and skis to
foocblll Jell' lad exerdle IDICbines.
..VirtuaiJy anything lhll people play on a Sunday afternoon,
they'D find it here for a whole lot leu money," Fry said.
Fry buys. trades and sells equipment on consignment that is
"used but DOt used up...
But Fry won't buy anything with a gasoline engine, firearms or

" The essence of what makes
us different from most sporting
good stores is the used as well
.
,
as new sports equzpment.

anythina weapon-like.

JeiT)' Fry
Owner of Play It Again

Buying used equipment aUows a person to try out a new sport
without investing so much money, Fry said. So, students can
explore the wide world of sporu.
Used items usually sell for about 30 to 60 percent less than they

Welcome back Dukes.
Now an important message
froiD Pizza Hut®.

Here's our phone number.

Study it.

ACME UIDEO
SuPer Store

1 ~ ,000 MoviEs
1'000 VidEO GAMES

. OvER
OVER

Memorize it.

There UJIII be a test later.

433-4800

373 North Muon Street
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wouJd cost new, and they may be returned within seven days.
he added.
Another new way to get goods at lower prices is at Granny
Longlegs, located downtown by Jess' Quick Lunch.
The store opened in August and manager Dave Sickmen
describes it as "an affordable vintage grab bag shop" selling
clothes, shoes and accessories•
Granny Longlegs, which JMU graduate Jodi Darby helped
establish, gets its merchandise from the Mercy House.
Bargain Books & Stuff. located in Slcyline Village Plaza by
BrookJyn's Delicatessen, also opened recenlly.
The store sells new books at discounted prices. Band and
orchestra equipment is also available for sale or rent.
Other new businesses in Harrisonburg include Staples office
supply in SlcyUne Village Plaza on East Market Street, Circuit
City also in Skyline Village Plaz.a by Rack-r.-Sack and Candle ••
Rays candle and gift shop in Dukes Plaza.

*lARGEST iN ThE VAllE)'

2 NiG~Ts ,. ~ DAys
FoR ANY $2.7 5 MoviE OR$~ .00 GAME
RENT

SuN ... T~uns.: RENT

2 GET 1 FI~EE

• FREE MEMBERSHI P•
Rr.

~} EAST

(NEXT TO WENdy's,

AcRoss fRoM PAnqo's)
HouRS
MoN ....ThuRS. 9.-9
fRi. ...SAr. 9.-10
SuN. 12... 9
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HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.
(!OU CAN'T LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERI!tfNTS ALONE.)

W

Buy pizza at closing time.
Haggle for slices they'd otherwise just throw away.

W

Eat Ramen noodles.

W

Make friends with a Senior.
Come June, they'll be more than ·glad to give you
their old Poly Sci books and couches.

:fl

Donate blood.
Save a life and get a free lunch to boot.

:W

Pick up a Citibank Classic card.
There's no annual fee.
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•.,Artwork by Jeff Craig,,.and ,.Artwork by Susan Ford," Sept. 5-17,
Zirkle House.
•"Paintings by Scott Keen" and ..Ceramics by Eric Yoder," Sept. 190cl 1, Zirkle House.
•Robert Frank: "Pull My Daisy" and "Home Improvements," Sept.
12-13, 19-20, Sawhill Gallery.
• "The Gel Series: Abstract Ilfochromes by Fred McCann," Sept. 530, Zirkle House.

.

\

ROGER WOLLENBERG/nuffplrotogmplrtr

•Nicaraguan Youth Choir, 7 p.m. Sept. 14, Wilson Auditorium.
• ''No Strings Attached," 7 p.m. Sept.18, "The Meeting Place," Route 42
South, Harrisonburg.
• "Encores," 8 p.m. Sept. 23, Wilson Auditorium.
• Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Band, 8 p.m. Sept. 27, Wilson Auditorium.

Senior Crystal Thornton created colorful footwear by tying balloons to her
flip-flops. Students express Individuality on campus by starting and
choosing their own fashions. See story on page 18.

Beer.

•Holocaust survivor Alexander Rosner, 8 p.m. Sept. 12, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre.

Caught your attention, huh?
If. you're into making homebrew or just
drinking it, call Larry at x6729.

~----------------------------------~

ad·
Wednesday- LADIES NIGHT

• Starts at 8:00p.m.
• Karaoke at 9:00p.m.
Friday/Saturday- Best DJ's
Come party at the
JMU's
in the Valley
HOTTEST new
SecondHo.ue
spot in town.

__
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Dare•.•
A big dart to the department of health sciences for
not having enough chairs in the classrooms to
accoinmodate the students. Lousy planning!
Sent in by a student who has to sit on the floor.

Pae...

Tobacco healthy for economy
rom a political standpoint. there is no better enemy than
the tobacco industry. Ever since cigarettes have proven
harmful, countless well-intended vote getters have
branded r.rus industry as the ultimate evil.
It seems that America is not satisfied without a black-haued
enemy upon which to vent its collective fears and frustrations.
For many years, it was the Soviet Union, and Japan and
Germany before that. Imagine a senator standing tall on the
senate floor during the height of the Cold War going on about
how we should learn to understand the Russians and not hate
them.
Today, such sympathy for !he tobacco industry would be
viewed as equally absurd. As a nation, we seem to have declared
war on tobacco. And unlike !he Cold War, or even the war on
drugs (which bas focused much atle!'tion on stopping drug trade
outside !he U.S.), !his battle will be fought entirely on our own
soil. If a large number of people have !heir way, the tobacco
industry will be destroyed.
Of course , this would be touted as the greatest of moral
victories - another black smudge wiped off the American
landscape. But what of the tobacco industry' s soldiers, the
people whose lives depend on the money brought in from the
industry?
We cannot imprison or deport these soldiers because they are
Amuican sold iers. So the question becomes: what will the
millions.of tobacco-supported Americans do when their industry
is ripped out from under them?
Here in Virginia, the issue hits particularly close to home.
because this evil indust.ry happens to be among the largest in the
Commonwealth. ll is no secret that this state lives and breathes
tobacco. And with the tobacco money gone, nobody wjll feel it
quite like Virginia. North Carolina and surrounding states will.
Perhaps these states are cursed, for it seems !hat some time
ago. a very similar scenerio was present.
Before and right up to the end of the Civil War, the south's
economy was fueled chiet1y by conon. The problem then was
not the product itSelf, but the slaves that made up the bulk of the
work force. Very few will dispute that slavery needed to end.
It is important, though, to remember what happened to the
Southern economy after the Civil War. With slave labor gone,
the bulk of the cotton work force became noo·existent.
Upon the South's surrender, slaves were finally re leased from
their inhumane imprisonment. Although the release of the slaves
was a positive step for human rights. no alternative economic
structure was developed and, consequently, the Souther n
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economy collapsed. It was noc as profitable to pay people to pick
cotton and for many years, the South stumbled along without
much money to keep it going. Countless people, mostly freed
slaves. lived in complete poverty. They were free. but
unemployed - a catch 22.
If history repeats itself and the South is again defeated in the
tobacco wars, a similar situation wiJI ensue. Just as the slaves
were freed from bondage, America will be free of nicotine. and
unfortunately, thousands of people will be freed from their jobs.
The better pan of !he American Southeastern economy will be
nuJJ and void.
Clea{ly, the federal government wiU have to offer some sort
of compensation to !he industry that it helped destroy. Where
will this compensation come from? It wlU oome from none other
!han the taxpayers. Whatever compensation suucture is set up,
we will all indirectly pay for the removal of the tobacco
industry.
The money to pay workers' salaries lhal used to come from
consumers (people who willingly use tobacco) will have to
come from all of us (people who don't necessarily use tobacco).
In essence. we will all become economic smokers. We won't be
inhaling the horrible stuff, but we will be buying several packs
of cigarettes every day.
Jt Is easy to be opposed to an all-out evil . Not just the ·
politicians, but also !he media have labeled tbe tobacco industry
as such. By tugging at the strings of the American conscieooe,
we might just wipe out the industry. But in this whirlwind of
moralism. it .is important ro remember the practical aspects of
such a measure.
Eveey new law costs money, every regulation or restriction is
also a little bit further and further away from individual
freedom . To destroy an industry and eliminate such a large
number of jobs under the banner of goOdness and decency does
not make much sense.
So as we chastise !he cigarette people for killing millions of
people, we must also remember that they are keeping millions of
people alive by giving them jobs. America has a tendency to get
caught up in moralistic lynch mobs. This time we are lynching
the tobacco industry.
Before we tie the knot, though, we should make sure we are
hanging the right criminal.

The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing
editor and opinio11 editors.

Nicole Motley . . . ed.itoT

Mark Sutton ... opinion editor

UHIV!RSITY

Craig Newman . •. managing edit:qr

Karen &gan ... ass*. opinion tditor

LetUrS to the editor should be no more than 350 words, totumns no mo~ than S~O
words, and will be published on a spa'e available ba.sls. 't'hey must be detiv~rtd to Tflt
Bre«e by noon Tuesday or Sp.m. 'Frut.y.
11u! BrtQe reserv~ the ricin to edit !or tlaricy a,nd $JIIC:C.
The opinions in this S«tlon do not nec:essarUy renett the opinion of the newsp~pCr,
thJs stalf, or James Mad.lloll Univenlty.

A pat to David McLeod. We supported you
through all your football seasons here at JMU, and
we support you now. You are the winner, and it's the
NFL's loss!
Sent in by someone who appreciates great athletic

ability.

Dare•••
A dart to the university for building more
buildings, hiring more faculty and accepting more
students without increasing parlcing capacity.
Sent in by someone who takes twice as long to find
a parking space than to drive the six miles to
·campus.

Pae...
A pat to the guy at Dukes who gave five cents
from his own pocket to pay for my overcharge.
Thanks for being so generous.
Sent in by somebody who owes you a nickel.

Dare••.
A dart to the bouncers at JM's for playing
favorites and not kicking out a regular who provoked
more than one physical conflict.
Sent in by a pacifist who thinks that allfighJing
parties should have been asked to leave.

Pae...
A thanks-for-understanding pat to the
Harrisonburg police officer who pulled me over on
my bike and opted not to give me a ticket after I had
cut him off.
Sent in by someone who promises to bike more
safely next time.

..

Column exerclaecl 'recalcitrance';
admlnlatrators needn't be abused
To ... Edllor:
Many of us freshmen were swept away with admJratlon for
JMU upperclassmen after reading the paragon of magniloquence
about 1resbmen b'y junior Adam Scbm:engost in the opinion
section of the Aus, T1 issue of 1M Btwu. We were amazed by
his intuitive acumen and wit which we all hoped co develop after
a couple years of college. This was followed up with a stark
contrast in the Sept 1 column "Left Out" by Marie Sunon.
•'l..eft Out" showed us that there are still people in this
school- even upperclassmen - who have yet to outgrow the
adolescent tendency to live by a meaningless J«alcit.ranee and
grumble about ominous. repressJve authority whose sole purpose
is to make them miserable.
It saddens me that our administration, which is arguably the
best and most efficient in thJs region. has to take the abuse it did
from ''Left Out" Disgruntled students need to look at situations
more holistically and communicate with administrators rather
than whine through any medium that comes their way.
Frank Ro~blatt
freshman
political science

SGA promotes input, participation;
leadership opportunities available
To the Editor:
Active, enthusiastic and effective student input and
representation is vital. Therefore, I would like to inform all JMU
students of some of the great opportunities that enable them to
participate on the university governance level.
One way to get involved is to serve on one of the four
commissions o.r 20 committees which address the various issues
of the university. This gives students an opportunity to work
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with the administra~on, faculty, staff and other students to
discuss policies and changes which affect the entire JMU
community. Such issues that these commissions and committees
have addressed include Freshman seminar, the reduction In
graduation hours from 128 to 120 and the implementation of a
summer semester. lf you are concerned about those issues or if

25 ..

in the SGA office (Taylor Hall, rm. A234). They are due by this
Friday.
Furthermore, the SGA Executive Council emphasizes its
accessibility and willingness to work with all students and
organiutions on their concerns and ideas.

Jenny Biondi
SGA vice president

Safety begins with the individual;
protect yourself and remain aware

you are interested in the rouowing: traffic appeals, student
services. curriculum. computing, parlcing, energy and
environmental issues, registration and enrollment, appeals, the
campuswide information system, I encourage you to apply.
Another opening available to students is to become involved
in the Student Government Association, which is the active
voice of JMU students. Students have the opportunity to
represent their peers and shape the direction of the university
through voicing their concerns and ideas in this organization. I
encourage all interested JMU undergraduate students to become
an active member of the SGA either by running for senator of
their hall (in the upcoming hall council elections on Sept. 13), or
by applying for the senator positions in the following areas:
commuter, Greek row and senator-at-large.
Applications for bolh leadership opponunities are available

To the Edttor:
-'
We have all done it. Even if you've only been here one
week, you probably have already done it. Everybody. male and
female alike, has walked home alone at night. After awhile, we
don' t even think about it anymore. JMU's recent designation as
one of the safest campuses in the nation confirms our feeling
that our lone walks aren't that dangerous.
Wrong! We can' tlet ourselves be lulled into a false sense of
security on campus. The police log contains reports of assaults.
rapes and other crimes every week. JMU may be safer than other
campuses, but that does not mean it is safe. Crime still happenes
here, and each person must take on the responsibility for her/his
own safety.
Walk in groups. Call a campus cadet (X69 tl ). Stay in welllit areas. Make sure someone knows you have arrived safely. Be
very alert and aware of your surroundings as you walk. Make
eye contact with those you pass. Consider taking a self-defense
class or purchasing some pepper gas or mace for your key ring.
You can never protect yourself from every possible
situation. but you can choose to not malce yourself an easy
victim. JMU 's safety record should be applauded. but we should
be wary of being too relaxed on those late night lone walks.
Jennifer Mills
senior "history and English

Midnight b-ball is little help
A citizen shouts out to . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Congressmen assist then? This is
hi's ·c-Span broadcasting
not about helping others out at
television as it depicts hate0
all, it's about getting re-elected
mongering,
white
and wasting money to do it.
Congressmen, "Those boys
_Mark A. Mt.ller
Relative to decent careers, we
need midnight basketball, or
know that mos t of th ese
else they will kill each
midnight players will not
other!" The inner cities of America are swamped with crime become NBA professionals. They may learn good group skills
and barren with values from 2 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day. and even some values, but how many will not team critical skills
However, a miracle often occurs for J7 to 26-year-old males to help them find a job in the real world? You know, the real
between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m.
world, where people go to bed at reasonable hours rather than
The mi racle is commonly referred fo as " midnight
run amuck outside and commit violent crimes. Well, I suppose
basketball," the leftist solution to a society chat has given up the average inner-city black male has quite an attention span in
on God, family and hard worlc. But why should I comment his 8 a.m. classroom after playing basketball until 2 a.m.
If Washington was truly serious about c hangi ng the
on inner-city problems, after all, I was raised in a middJeclass community in northern Virginia.
conditions of these individuals, then why not fund midnight
Many might think I couldn't care less about the plight of computer centers with software and strategy-minded thoughtinner-city African-American males, but the fact Is, I care so producing activities so these normal human beings can get jobs?
much about these wonderful youths that I believe midnight Actually. it is because the government thinks these federal
basketball is more of a hindrance than an assistance.
pawns are too stupid to do anything else but play basketball.
Do not doubt for a second that someone is sluing in his/her
Foremost, the money-throwing solution to crime directly
ignores the general lack of parenting and decay of authority
Congressional office pondering how to keep young Africanensuing in the inner cities of America. We must honestly
American males from doing anything else but play basketball
face reality and accept that a large percentage of black babies
and then die before 30. What a disgrace to any American, man
bom out of wedloclc creates a highly contagious environment or woman, to be told you are wonhless and can only succeed at
for crime. Think for a moment, if there is virtually no playing basketball.
authority at home directing your whereabouts, you will likely
Tell me, if the average working American does not fork over
do whatever you want - including such activities as drivetax dollars for the midnight basketball program, does that make
l>y shooti ngs with fellow gangbangers. Or maybe I am
killing and gangbanging any more acceptable? Do nor get me
wrong, and having an authoritative father to punish a kid
wrong, I am not stingy on spending. In fact. I would be willing
who defies the law and a set of family rules really has no
to have my tax dollars go to opening computer cenrers or jobconsequence on a you.ng man's life. Hardly.
training outlets for inner cities, but they would have to close at
Excuse me for. not having a chance to live in the inner reasonable times. You are only a young man and inner city life
city. but I would personally find anyone offering me is ridiculously tough, but start by studying, reading. watching
midnight basketball as a character-building activity as TV or eve£t sleeping after 10 p.m. Brealc from the gangs and
degrading as well as insulting. Are you telling me that if I enter reality.
was African-American, 20 years old and living in the inner
If you kill another human being because you are bored or
because you do not have another more decent activity at
city that l would not be smart enough to read some
periodicals or tool around on a computer?
midnight during weeknights, then perhaps you should try a
Of course. midnight basketball goes much deeper. If
midnight mental health lnstitUlion.
social spending does not take place in large enough amounts.
Senior Mar~ A. Miller is double majoring in mass
some in Washington may find themselves powerless. What if
all black youths became engineers, what plight could certain
communication and sociology.

Gues f C [umnts
•f

i•

Come to the
opinion meeting at
5 tonight in the
basement of
Anthony-Seeger if
you are interested
in writing columns,
drawing cartoons,
or becoming a part
of The Breeze
opinion team. If
you wish to attend
but cannot, call
Mark or Karen at
x3846.
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Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:

I
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• Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
• 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
• Built in microwave 'oven
• Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Full-time maintenance
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PLAN·

Call T·h e
Comlnons
. · today at

PURCELL
PARK.

432-0600
Office Hours
Mon.-Fri.: 9--5:30

and get off
campus
this fall!

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

..
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The JMU men's and women's soccer teams start season with high aspirations

by Mike Wissot

by Kevin Finch

staff writer

staff writer

After a winning year that included a second-straight Colonial
Addetic Association championship title and a trip to the NCAA
tournament. aet ready for an even better and more confident
men's ~ squad for the 1994 SCMOD.
The Dukes, ranked lOth in Soccv AmeTica's preseason polls,
•e b.ck in lOp form this year. No longer the underdogs. ninthyo. JMU head coach Tom Martin said his team will be in a
diff'erenl position than before.
"It's harder to stay on top when you're up there," said
Mlrtin, who coached his team to an undefeated record in the
CAA lut season. "lf people get fit and healthy early on, this
could be a competitive team for playin& tUM. which will only
make us better."
Althou&h they fau a tougher schedule lban before with the
likes of Boston College, SL Mary's and Penn Stile, the Dukes
•e eager to begin their quest for a national duunpionship.
..1 believe in this team more than my other I've played on."
said aenior focward Brent Bennett. who will serve as co-captain
with junior midfaelder Nathan Fairchild. "I feel we've aot a
preuy JOOd lhot. aoina u far as pouible."
Bennett, an All-American who stands 11 aoals shy from
brealtina the JMU record for aoab scored, will be the main
la'Jet for CAA cWenden to cover.
·
'"He preuy much know a that he' • aoina to be marked."

With an expcrienoed starting lineup and an incoming class of
freshmen ready 10 make an impact, head coach Dave Lombardo
and the 1994 women's soccer team have their sights set high. 4~
"l think our greatest goal is to make the transition from being
a new. developing program," Lombardo said. "I thin.lc we're at
the point right now where people recognize us to be very
competitive regionally and nationally.""
The Dukes are ranked No. 23 in the preseason Intercollegiate
Socccer Association of America soccer poll. and Lombardo said
the tum would like to reach the top 15 by the end of the season.
Unlike teams o f the past. the starting lineup for the Dukes
will consist of up to I 1 u~classmen.
'This is going 10 be an exciting year." Lombardo said. "We
have a very experienced, very sk.illful and. J think. a very hWlgry
returning team."
One or the keys to the JMU season will be the play of senior
forward Julie Reule.. an All.CAA selection last season.
"She has had a sensational spring this yCtll," Lombardo said.
"She has probably been the strongest player day in and day out.'"
She will be joined up front by senior Jamie Dykes and junior
Ashley Wimarruon. Dykes was also an All-Colonial Athletic
Association selection a year ago, and Williamson was the team's
leadin& scorer.
"This is defulitely our year," WilliiDl$011 said. "We're puuing

"I believe in this team more
than any other I've played on. "

"I think we're at the point right.~\
now where people recognize us
to be competitive regionally
and 1Ultionally."

B"atBellDdt
senior forward
Martin uid. "Bat this is the time for him to step up. and I dUnk

be's re.ty foe tblt c:ballenJe."
Balancina out the forward line will be seniors Mark
MalhewiOG ..SChad Wilkinson.
Maabewson became &be Dukes' sec:ond leadin& scorer last
__. wilh 11 aoaJ,s. WilkiniOft scued eiJht &oalt and added
dne ...... in 1993.
JMU reiUmS •mona midfield with senior David VillarreaJ.
junior Palrick McSortey and Fain:hild.
McSorley, wbo hu moved bact this year to the forward
position. spent his entire otf-1ea10n lninin& at outside balfbec:k.
"'Coadl [MIItia) told me in the spin& where he rieeded me to
play," said &be junior from Sprin&field, who wu one of the
team'• leldina scorers in 1993 with aeven aoals ...I've been
cryina to learn lhll poaition. Iince I've ..Uy never pl~Yfld lhere
before."
When he &eta heallhy~ the nucleus ~ lbe JMU midfaeld may
c:omo in junior Kaarlo Klnkkunen, who continues to suffer from
injuries thlt plqued him durin& Ole off--.on.
Kmklcunen. noted for his quiet lnd crafty fOOl speed. is also
reJ•ded by fellow teammllel at I IJUe Jeed« Oil the f.eJd.
..Kaarlo is the type or player who is alwaya aood .00 tough,..
Bemeu said. "I've always said thai aood playen rise to big
occasions - Kaarlo will do just that...
Jn lhe '*=kfield. the Dukes fC~~:ure senior defender Graham
Perkovich, junior Kyle Swords, junior Seth Colter and
sophon110re Mart Miles.
A1lo ~ to the new JMU defense •e junior Dan Ensley
and sophomore Sipi Savolainen, ttansfers from Navy and
C-.pbeU. respectively.
..Our defense is superb," Bennett said ...As far as I'm
ooocemed, they •e the bacltbone of this lam. If you don't get
tc:Ored on. you can't lose.."
Senior aoallteeper Brian Bailey, wbose 0.64 goals-aaainst
averaae rmked sixth in the nation. wu one reason why JMU
allowed only 12 aoats in 22 pmes lut y~ .
"We h.ave one of the best aoalkeepen in the counay in Brian
Bailey," Bennett said. "He deterves a lot of credit for our

Dave Lombardo
MID ~EitlpA«o «dilor

IUCCCIS."

Martin said he expects his new freshman class 10 tum some
headl this year.
Amona them are defenders Kevin Bahumian and Phil
1"bonw. midfielden Mike Heffelfanser and Drew Rodenberger,
IDd focwarda Jab Edw.-dl. Trevor Hint and Geoff HODe)'IOIL

CRAIG NEWMANI,.,.W, pltolo,rapltu

women's soccer head coach
together a aood offensive attack. We all play real well together."
Senior Carrie Proost and sophomore Sam.a ntha Andersch.
inside m.idfaelders, will have the responsibility of advancing the
ball to the talented frontline.
"(Proost and Andersc:hj really are the hean and wul or our
offense," Lombardo said...It's key for them to get the ball to our
three front runnen. It doesn't mauer if you have Pele up there if
you can't get him the ball."
On defense, JMU will play with four backs, as opposed to the
three backs used in the past. Anchoring the defense will be
seniors Niltole Mulovs, Anne Me~ger and Carrie Blumenthal.
"We're lookin~ very strong on defense," Metzger said ...
"We're a very enthusiastic and close team. We have the skills,
and if we keep the heart and enthusiasm, it will be a good
season."
The goal keeping duties wiiJ fall on the shoulders of senior
Cheryl Carr, who has 3 1 career startS for the Dulces .
Depth should not be a problem for the team, thanks to a
talented crop or freshmen that could make an early impact.
"The freshmen this year are really going to be a big factor in
what we do," Lombardo said. '1'here's going to be between
three and five of them who will see a lot of playing time."
Aimee Vaughan, a midfielder from Maryland. is one of the
freshmen expected to contribute significant playing time this
season. Freshman Heather Selvitelle was the 1994 Virginia
Player of the Year, and is expected to sec playing time as a
defensive midfielder.
Lombardo said the team has used the spring to concentrate on •
a new style of soc:cer.
"We need a higher expectation of skills and tactics." he said.
"Most of our preseason has really been an emphasis on
possession soccer. I think that's the nwnber one thing we have
to do 10 be suc:cessfulthis year."
In the spring season, the Dukes defeated a George Mason
team that lost to UNC-Chapel Hill in the 1993 NCAA
Championsh.ip game.
' JMU's schedule includes five teams ranked in Soccer
America's prCSCJSon top 20. including home games against No.
4 OMU, No. 8 William & M.-y, and No.l8 Maryland.

J"
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Eacn of these advert1sea
1tems 1S required to be
read.ly available for r.ale tn
eacn Kroger Store. except
as SPetlfiCallv noted r1 thts
ad If we ao run out of an
aoverttsed 1tem. we Wtll
offer vou VOIX chOICe of a
cornoarable item. wnen
ava table, reflecttng the
same savtngs or a ralllChedt
WhiCh W1U E'lltttle you tO
oorcnase the aovert!SeO
ttem at the advertlsed once
wlthtn 50 aavs OniV one
venoor coupon wdt be
acceotea per ttem Pur·
chased
'

CXFt'RICHT 1994 • THE KROGER CO ITEMS
AND PRICES GOOD SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
THROUGH SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 10,
1994 lN HARRISONBU~ WE RESERVE THE
RICHT TO UMIT OUANnTIES NONE SOlD
TOO£ALE11S

Limit Two
12-Packs Per
Family With
$10.00
Additional
Purchase

Donald Duck
Orange Juice1;2-ca11on
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TEXAS TECH MASCOT DIES
AFTER H ITTING WALL: The
mascOt for Texas Tech, a black quaner
horse. died after sHding head-first into a
cement wall during the Red Raiders'
game against New Mexico on Saturday.
according to The Washington Post.
The horse, named Double T . slid
into the wall during the thjrd quaner.
Rider Amy Stewart was taking Double
T on a customary trot around the field
aft~r Texas Tech scored when her
saddJe broke, and she fell off.
The galloping ho rse lost Its footing
when it reached an exit tunnel and hit
the wall. Mark Hellman, Texas Tech's
veterinarian, said the horse died
instantly.
Stewan was not seriously injured.

"

CALIFORNIA (PA.) FOOTBALL
PLAYERS SHOT BY FORMER
STUDENT: A former s tude nt
allegedly s hot two California (Pa.)
football players in l'ronr of the school's
student union last W ednesday.
accordang to the Richmond Tim n·

MIXE REFFNERiphoto ~d11or

Senior fullback Steve Agee (22) tries to push his way past a Buffalo defender In Saturday's game at Bridgeforth.

After slow beginning, Dukes
knock the lights out of Bulls
by Adam Foldenauer

contributing writt,r
Wilh 18 1t1rten returning, including junior
quarterback Mike Cawley, JMU supponers
have high expect.ations for this year's football
team.
So when the Dukes led by only 10 points in
the season opener Saturday night against the
University of Buffalo, fans were
understandably concerned. After all, Buffalo
was a miserable 1-10 last season, and this year
will only be their ICCOnd at the Division 1-AA
level
JMU came alive in the second half to
literally rum out the liglus on the Bulls. 35-0.
The light fixture directly behind the home
bleachers lost power, forcing fans to watch the
fourth quarter in pmtial darkness.
Wilh the offense playin& ..lackadaisical," as
described by JMU held coach Rip Scherer,
JMU looked to its defense to c:onrrolthe game.
The Dukes ' defensive line consistently
penetrated into the Bulls' backfield. recording
12 tackles for lossu. Buffalo wu stopped at
the 39-yard line of the Dukes in their ftrst
offensive series, and that was the closest they
would come to the end tone all evening.
The Dukes were led defensively by senior
Lackle TY,rone Washington. He registered four
tackles on the night and a sack of Bulls
quarterback ClifT Soon.
"We just cranked it up another notch. that's
what we have 10 do," Washington said. "We
know a lot is expected from us. I didn't care if
it was a seven-nothing game or a three-nothing
game, as long as we got the win."
The defense forced two second-half
turnovers that Jed to touchdowns. Cawley
found sophomore tight end Ed Perry in the
beck of the end zone after junior defensive
tiCkle. Lanoru Oooding recovered a fumble on
the Buffalo 13- yard-line. Sophomore
placekicker John Coursey's PAT made it28-0.
Walk-on junior cornerback Quincy Waller
closed out the scoring with a 35 -yard
~ rewm for a touchdown with three

minuaa remainhlJ.

!cherer admiued lhat his squad took the
on 11 carries. He capped off an impressive
third-quarter drive, scoring on a one-yard run.
Bulla too lightly, with sophomore wide
receiver Macey Brooks 20-yard reception
A Cawley-to-Perry completion for the twoserving u the only first-half touchdown.
point conversion made it21-0.
"We were playing like a sum that expected
"(llle running game} was too inconsistent,"
them to roU over and die. and they didn't," said
Scherer said. "We we re hit and miss. We'd
Scherer. "I want us to play with a liule bil of
gain two, gain nothing and then crack through
for II [yards]. l'd rather we be more steady."
fear and trepidation in our beans every weelc. I
don' t care who we're playing or what their
The next game for the Dukes takes place
Saturday at 1 p.m. at Bridgeforth Stadium. The
record is."
The Dukes' vaunted passing atl.ICk didn't opponent will be 16th-ranked M iddle
pick up where last year's record-breaking Tennessee State, .w ho features a fourth-year
season lefl off. Cawley set a te.am record for
staner at quarterback and a top-rated running
yards passing in 1993, but struggled early
back.
Saturday rught. He was only 6 -of-18 for 98
Macey Brooks knows the Dulces can afford
no mental lapses in order 10 compete with the
yards in the fast half.
Blue Raiders.
The graduation of David McLeod, JMU 's
all- time leading receiver, could have been a
"We need to learn ho w to come out and
play," Brooks said. " We can't wait until the
factor. The Dukes failed to establish a deep
threat, relying mainly on screens and shon
second half. We shouldn't have to have a coach
passes underneath. Cawley tUlished 11 -for-23. to get us pumped up to get ready to play the
ball game."
for 143 yards.
"I was kind of cold at the beginning. I had
the jitters, I guess," Cawley said. "My
0
BUFFALO
0
0
0-0
performance was good,. it could have been
10
11
14 - 35
0
JMU
bett.er, though . . . I need to get off to a beuer
start next time, get things going a Jot quicker."
SECOND QUARTER
Cawley was on the run for much of the
JMlJ - Brooks 20 pass from Cawley (Coursey
game. He suc.cessfuDy scrambled for key first
PAT), 10:06
downs throughout the.seoond half. JMU also
JMU- FG Coursey 37
ran several quarterback draws. Cawley fmished
THIRD QUARTER
JMU - Cour~ey FO 3S
•
as the Dukes' leading rusher, with 68 yards on
JM U- Agee I run (Peny PAT pass from Cawley),
nine tarries.
1:S3
"They (Buffalo] can hit!" Cawley said.
FOURTH QUARTER
"One time a kid hit me. I felt that I was going
JMU - Penypau from Cawley (Cou rsey PAT
lO throw up."
Icicle), 14:53
The tailback position was another question JMU- WaDer3S interception ~tum (Coursey PAT
mark go"mg into the season opener. and still is.
Icicle), 3: 19
There is no clear starter, and none emerged
INDIVIDUAL SfATlSTICS
after Saturday's performance. Both junior Rhad RUSHINO - JMU, Cawley 9-68, Agee 11 -56,
Miles and aophomore Kelvin Jeter saw action Hartis 10-46. Townes 5·21, Byrd 2-4, Roberts 2·3,
Allen J.(-2), Lyons I -(-9). UB, McDonne16-28.
at tailback last season. but continue to sit out
Scott 13· 16, Moc.ley S· ll. Peny 2·(·2),
Swan
with injuries. Sophomore Dec Townu and . Taylor14-23,
2-(~)
junior Paul Harris shared the duties against
PASSlNG - JMlJ. Cawley 11·23·2-143, Lyons3·S·
Buffalo. Harris f111ished with 49 yards on 10
0..16. UB, Sccu 12·24.()..77, TaylOf'0-3..0.0
carries, while Townes had 21 yard on five
RECEIVING -JMU, Peny 4-47, Jones 4-42,
auernpts.
Brooks2-41, Hams 1-12, Woolever 1·9, Byrd 1·5,
Senior fullback Steve Agee found limited
Dorsey 1-3. UB- Warren 3·37, Behan 3-19, Sitarek
1· 12, Wicks 3·11, McOonneU 1·3, Swan J.(-S)
success aaainst the BuU.. running for 56 yards

Dispatch.

·

Quarterback John Mattress, 2 1. and
running back Eric Carter, 23. were
taken by he licopter to Presbyterian
Uni versity Hospital in Pittsburgh.
Manress was .treated for a wound 10
his abdomen and released. Caner. shot
i11 one leg with a simple fracture. was in
stable condition and under evaluation.
Both were expected to be stane rs
this season for the Division II program.
The suspect. whose name was not
teleased. was arrested five blocks from
CampUS at a car wash within an hour of
the 2 pm. shooting.
FEW COLLEGE ATHLETIC
DEPARTMENT
PROGRAMS
SELF-SUPPORTING: According to
an NCAA report, collegiate athletic
depaxtment revenues bave increased
faster than expenses. but on average.
few programs are self-support ing,
reported USA Tod4y.
Division 1-A football made the most
money and supported other sports at
their school, with Division I·AA
schools attempting to field football
teams taking the biggest fmancialloss.
The survey found Division I athletic
departments on average made a profit
of $660,000 for fiScal year 1993.
But once support from the school's
gen eral fund is removed, athletic
departments operated al an ave rage
$174,000 loss.
The report also fo und la rge
disparities in funding for men's and
women's sports programs.
The results were based o n a
voluntary su:rvey mailed to all NCAA
members in Division I-A. Division J.
AA, Division D and Division ill.
TITLE IX LAWSUIT FILED
AGAINST
CONNECTICUT
SC HOOL: A class-action Title IX
lawsuit was filed on behalf o r nine
gymnasts against Bridgeport (Conn.)
College seeking reinstatement of the
women's team, according to USA

Today.
The 7-year-old program, which won
six England Collegiate Conference
titles, was eliminated io May in
.addition to men's volleyball
The suit claims the school fails to
provide
equal
parllctpation
opponunities for women and men in
varsity spo~.
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Nestor's
Italian Restaurant
Join us for a Romantic Labor Day Dinner

SertliiiK Lu.nch d- Dinner
Featuring: Fresh Homemade Pasta & Bread
Fine Dining; Romantic Atmosphere
243 Neff Ave.
{Behind Valley Mall)

Have your
customers
left you in
the dark?

Nautilus Fitness C8nter

Find the light I
Check out BNIU
Advertising
For rate iDformatiOD call
1onatban Rhudy at
56U127
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The Bottom Line:
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Exerca.. aenem. Every ~

You #mow we otter the best In circuit tralnlllfl, fnte weights and
canllot~ascular equipment. Now take a look at the best In aerobics.

FAll SEMESTER AERobics ScJiEdulE
TIME
1118

~

56 4- 2 90 0

Make Reservations Early!

7:00

8:30
10:00
12115

4:00
4:30
8110
8:20
1:00
7:10

WED
....,
.............

lUES

MON

....,
............

Aen ...p
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.

THURS

FRI

Ae.......
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,
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- ............ -

Gut .......
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Gut ........

Collldlllo....

............
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.......

Coldllonlng

Pow.8tep

Ptltllumer

SAT.

10118
3100

.....

Plu& ....toh

FAT BURNER
STEP 4!5
AEROSTEP

Call for ...... trial workout.
433-3434

~

Naut-ilus
THE FITNESS CENTER

..... ..

N.

......

Gut .......

,...........

PowerMep

1100 CONDITIONING
3100 FAT BURNER
4100 POWER STEP
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& u·re probably saying
to }'QUrsel£ any four-year-old

knows how to use the barhroom. But you may not know

that you use more water in the
barhroom chan anyplace else in
your home. In fact. between the

.r.
..
~
:
•

,.

!
i

,

•

i

•

t

•

'

••
•

Savt "P tol5%

•

morr WG!tr by i11stal111Jg

toiler, the shower and the : just because your /
sink you can use up

to 55 gallons a day.
You coulJ md up Mult:iply that by rhe
USIIJg J0 tO 60%
lrss \IJO.trr by nwnber of homes
wsrt~ a low-flow
~head.

in the world, and

that's a lot of nallli31 resources
~ing down

the drain.

Now, we're ooc saying you
should stop caking shoY..tts

or brushing your teeth.
We're just suggesting some

•• shower sounds

a wt~ghttd;ug myour
to&t ta11k.

:

·

•

And oh yeah.

• like an opera

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ifyou don't

hall, don't

think you'll
to sing one.

•• Shorter songs

•
•
••
•

And for the biggest culptit of

: them all, the toilet, try putting

a weighted jug in the rank.

the next time you go.
FOR MORE INFORMAl/ON AND
TIPS CAIJ 1-800-MY-Si-IAR£

It will help save warer every

SIIDple bathroom ttaining.
For insClncc, when you're

forget to rum our the lights

brushing )'Our teeth, rum off
the watt.T. Do the same when

II

helping to conserve electricity.

ITS A CONNECTED WORLD. DO YOUR SHARE.

ycurwattr
whrlt shavmg or
brushi11g;vour

tuth m11 savr
2~/1!)/IS of
waJrrrarh 11111r

-~·Earth Share

,,,

(
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Kick!
The JMU women's soccer team marked the Inaugural match
at the Reservoir Street soccernacrosse game field by beating
Penn State 4-1 on Saturday. (Right) Senior carrie Proost
keeps the ball away from a Penn State player. (Above) Jamie
Dykes (16) and Krlstl Palmacclo celebrate.

II •

Avoid Long Unes and Awkward Times

Workout Wlten it Suits You.

·····-.

<·

CYCLJEWORK(§

ffiON WORLD GYM & FITNESS

is your most Complete Workout
Facility with the BEST Rate.

r---------------.
5 OFF with student J.D. .I

I $

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I_. --------------1

largest Selection of Free Weights
Complete Paramount Circuit
Aerobics-Hi-Lo/ Step/ Slide
Steppers by Alpine
Windracers/ Airdynes
Tanning
Pro Shop
Pers.onalized Programs

Just Blocks From Campus I 434-9940
44 Miller Circle
(behind Wendy's)

GARY FISCHER

DIAMOND BACK

ADVANCE

OUTLOOK

.LIST PRICE ........ $415.95
WOW!! .................$339.99

WOW!! .......................$179.95

LIST PRICE ..............$229.95
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SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS
\I I '\ ·-.... '-.( )(

I

I I:

Duk• defeat ao.ton College
James Madison topped the Bolton CoUcgc
Eapa 2.0 on s.urday in tbe fint round of the
Prieada of Jtjclunoad Soccet Classic in the
Uni\'a'lity of Ricbmond Soccer Stadium.
The No. It-ranted Dukes controlled the
fint half, Olltshonf;iq tbe No. 2A-I'Mbd Eaps
7-2 In the period. JMU ICOI'ed '*in the first
ltaJI when senior forward Breat Bennett ICOI'ed
on a loote ball from six yard• out after BC
pJbeper Marc Ba1a stopped, but could oot
c:ontrol. a shot by JMU freshman forwlld Jake
Bdwanla.
JMU dominated the second·bJf as weU,
outst.oodlta Bolton CoUeae 12·3. Lale Ia tbe
leCOftd laalf, Baneu blutcd a lbot put BaJa.
and Edwlrds fiaished to pve the Dukes a 2-0
vic:ay.
Senior plteeper Brian Bailey m8de four
saves b tbe Dukes, while BCa Bala lalUed II
for the &lies.
JMU next plays St. Mary's (Calif.) at I p.m.
Monday for the tou.mameat c:b8mpionthip. The
Gaels defeated the Richmond Spiders 3-1 to
earn tbe benb in the cbampionahip pmc.

Ill IIJ JI(H hi'

JIIU wins two In recordaettlng weekend
The JMU field boc:tey team opeMd up tbe:ir
season witb two impressive wins this past
weekend. defeating Wake Forest on Saturday
and Appalachian Stare on Sunday.
Sophomore midfaelder Carole Tbale scored

IJwe times in the first hall and senior forward
Kelley Bloomer 8dded two pis in the second
as the sixth-ranked Dukes hMded Wake Forest
a 7..0 setback in the leUOn opener for both
teams in Campus Stadium.
The De.cons (0.1) -'Y IOOred in the fli'Sl
two minuees of tbe pme. JW1J (1-0) took over
from thlt point and coati-.ed to control the
game as senior bKt R.eMe {l.IDere's blast from
12 yarda out deflected put Wake forest
goalkeeper Wendy M..-.s four minutes into
the pme for a 1-0 le8d.
1batc ICOfed two JOlla ,Jill one minute and
3S seconds apart. Juaior lllidfielder Gwen
Stoltzfua made It 4-0 11 1M 9:43 mark and
1'bl&e Clipped tbe half willa Mrtbird goal of the
COCIIelt 00 a penally .....

Bloomer IClOI'Cid

twa Ia 1 four·minute span

10 provide the final......-- ef vidory. JMU's

seven goals was the ..,..llowed by Wake
Forest since the secoad ~ of last season
~ben tbe Dukes scored~ times in a 7·2
Vlc::tory.

Senior soalie Heather Colbert tallied five
saves for the Dukes. JMU ...-at the Deacons
32·7 for the pme.
Both JMU'a individual ud team scoring
n:cords feU Sunday .._ 1111 when the Dukes
belt Appalacbian Selle l~
Carole Tblfe ac:ored ftft pis to break the
single pme record ahe WIMI-ed with three
other players. The Duk.el' tam total of 14
goals ecUpscd the forma"~ record of
I 0 , set against RichiiiOIHII in 1993 and
Lyncbburg in 1978.
Thate, who also hed two llllsts, was joined
in multiple-goal scoriaJ by senior Gwen
SIOltzfus and sophomore&.. Zarchin, each
with two goals. Senior ICdley Bloomer scored
one and had two assists..

Senior Heather CoJben and freshman Tara
Perilla com6ined in goal for the shutout.
The Dukes next play 11 fourlh·ranked Penn
State on Friday and host second·ranked and
defending Colonial Athletic Association
~on Old Dominion on Sept. t I.
\\ < 1\11 y.._ -....( H

< I'H

JMU beMa Penn State +-1
The JMU women's aoccer team opened up its
season against PenD Stale on Sarurday.
Sophomore lftidfielder Samantha Andersch
SCORd two pb ID t.d James Madison to a 41 home victory 01'CI' tbe Nittany Uons in the
new soocer stadila.
Sophomore aidfielder Kristi Palmaccio
opened tbe Duta' acorina when sbe qJed a
20·yard shot frMl the left side into the far
comer of tbe aoat a 39:49.
Less than two IRinutes Iller Palmaccio fed
Anderscb, who ICIOIICd from eight yards out at
41:46.
Andersch hit a I ()..yard shot lO the far post at
62:20 to boost the JMU lead to 3..(), and senior
forward Julie Reule completed the Dukes'
scoring with a aoal at 69:01.
Penn State's 1oM aoaJ came from freshman
Rachel Hoffman, .tao scored on a rebound orr
bllck· up goalkeeper Stacy Bilodeau with tess
than eight l!linuta 10 play.
JMU senior goalktq)Cr Cheryl Carr made
two saves and did not allow a goal in more than
15 minutes of play.
It was the season-Gpener for boch teams and
the first intercollegiate game ever for Penn
Stale.
The Dukes next take on the University of
Wisconsin away • Y8dison. Wis. on Friday.

\\ ( )"t-: '\'~

(;()I. ...

Minnesota Golf Invitational
Sept. 3-4, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
After 54 holes on the 5,955 yard, par 74 Les
Bolstad Golf Course, JMU finished seventh in
a field of 12 teams. The Dukes s hot a
combined 336 in the first. round of play. 332 in
the second round, and 334 in the third for a
combined score of 1002.
Iowa State led the field with a 54-hole total
of9SO. Minnesota finished tied for second with
Penn Swe with a oombined total of 963.
Senior Christy Power led aJI JMU players,
shooting an 81, 81, and 82 for a total of244.
Power and sopbomcn Danielte Zahaba Lied for
19th. Zababa shoe • 82. 83. and 79 to equal
Power's score. Amy Schmeising, playing for
Minnesota led all individuals with a 54-hole
total of232.
Junior Niki Crist tied for 32 with a 251 ,
Freshman Kathryn Yard shot a 267, junior
Heather Betts a 267. and sophomore Kristin
Dollenberg a 273 10 round out the JMU scores.

" ( nn., ...... '

'>1 I.EYit\1.1 .

Eastern Kentucky Labor Day
VolleyfMt, Sept. 3-4
JMU def. Eastern Kentucky 8·15, 15· 10. 1614, 16-14.
Xavier (Ohio) def. JMU 15·9, 13· 15. 15-6.
16-14.
JMU def. Syracuse 16-13, 12· 15. 9-15. 15·
15, 15·9.
JMU def. Roben Morris 15-4, 15·5. 11 -15.
IS-8

I
~..,

or come to the department meeting today at
more abOut covering the sporting life at JMU.
some of the ~ sports for this fall including:
Women*s cross country
Field hockey
s and Women's golf
· Volleyball

JAMES

eze

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

The Breeze Sports department, nobody covers JMU Athletics better!
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.
FOR RENT

~ chll- 01"'1 wom oncet

Call for delcrfption. Leah, 806·
107i.

.......... - ........... 314.
IMa ....... lniM..._M/f, 1135. Short I. .N postlble.
434·52!58
11R available In 4 IR apt, Fumlshed Including appliances,
W/0, ow, AJC . Balcony. Near
campus on bus route C.H 434·
8476.
Female to there 1/2 or 4 IR
houM - Fan sem.s1er, 1250/mo.

L88h, x6071/432-o938.

Room evelleble -

Medleon
Minor, furnished, fireplace, clean,
$260/m0., Pe11 OK. Daytime, 668-

6660, Joe.

to.._.

Room""" W8rMd
3 BR
house,
mete,
non·amoker,
12101mo. 433-1109.
Room for rant - AcroiS from

~- Rant 1180. Cal 433-8410.

FOR SALE
11M - Aef,...,_ton, 2.2, uNd.
Cal 433-1223.

Uvtft9 room furniture

- Clayton

Mercus couch & loveaeet
combination. Neutral background
with floral print, $400. Four-piece
stYle
wilt\
suite. counlry
WMIIameburg blue cushlonl, $300.
Cal 434-5280 or 564-ot01 .

11ts GE 1000 ITU window elr
conditioner. Phone 434-8013.

,_with

u
cage &
holroclt, 1176. 432.0319, ask for
John.
8al PYthon -

eo

wood

Excellent condition. With ell
ICCIIIOflas 12100/obo Patrtck,

432.()838.

........ coucfl a eMir - Gold
color. Excellent condftlon, 175.

432·1750

HELP WANTED
The Pullmen Reetaurant of
Staunton Sletlon 11 looking l or
servers with a great personality.
APPlY anytime for 1~ or dinner

ehllti. Fordlrectlonscal~12.

Fund ralelng - Choose from 3
difflf8nl fund raisers listing either
3 or 7 deyt. No 1nve11ment. Eam
S$S tor your group plus peraonal
cash bonu111s tor youraell. Call
(800}$32.()528, X65.

E.8m I2SOO • free lpftng . , . .
trtpel 58118 ~ & go Inlet Bell
tf1pe & pricell Bahamas, cancun.

Jamaica, Panama City! Greet
experieiiCII (800)678-6388
"-CCa..aiWIII.__
. . . . . . . . . . Meal. . . . .,. .....

.

Leughlng Dog Productlonl
14E.W..,St.

,.,_, S.181y: $S.OMw.

lntr~~tr~ut~l a Spotr CUI ~rem

•,..,.il
omc.,

tt.lnniii~Q.O

Wanwn Hllll, tm. 300~
~MkMI._..ne: -.,a, tiiM

$MUG -Sell 72funny college T·
ahlrta. Profit $363.60. Riak:Jree .
Choose lrom 19 designs. Free
car.tog. (800)700-4250

6547.

=•·

posll6ona. Maximum fun, minimum
free soapl Call (703)886-

Orange!

Come

experience the ultimate adventure,
~· Best lns1ructlon & Pflcea

Servlcea Is now hiring cempus
repfMin'-tlvH. Low. .t ratM to
Jemalce. Cancun, Oaytone &
Paname City Beach. Call
(800)64&-<4849.

auccessflll automotive hnoe
Ol'glnlzallons. We have an
lmmedlale opportunity lor an
enlry·tevet Collector at our Fairfax

Comer Poclwl Gameroom IS now
open. 10 e.m.· 11 p.m ., M· F &
noon-11 p.m . Sal & Sun

Child cere efter echool Keuletown school district. 268-6900 liter 7pm.

You will be responsible lor retal
collection adiYrty & cuatomer
service tor aSSigned accounts. A
~r's degree (or equivalent),
good oommunlcatlon sloUs & beslc
computer abilities are essential.
Collections expanence Is a disllnc1
advantage.
TMCC offers a competitive salary,
comprehensive benefits & a
ptea.sant working envtronmenL To
Join our growing team please send
your resume to: Toyota Motor
Credit Cofpofallon, Attn: Human
Resources, P.O. Box~.
Ctentilly, VA 22022-0930. No
phone caJts please.
EOE M/FitW

blanCh office.

GymniStloe Coach needed!For the Steunton·AugUIIa YMCA
Program. Poaltlon ava,llabte for a
motiVated & enthUsiastic Instructor
Interested In helping a pro.gram
grow Must be lbl6 to coach spot
all leveta of boy•' & glrta•
rogreulve gymnutlcs. Kours
ncrude alternoon~lngs &
saturday mornings.
contact
the Staunton·A~I!IIa YMCA lor
application Info (703)885-5184.

a:

r.

Avon - Earn extra money For
more Into call 896·81G2 or 234·

8404

CruiM IN&» now hiring - Eam
up to $2000+/mo. worldng on
cruise ehlpa or tend~our

TOYOTA MOTOR
CREDIT
CORPORATION

compenees. World travel (Hawlll

Skyline Oymnutlca - Anyone
Interested In teachlng gymnastlca
please caM 433-3427.

hlependelwty. Spon Cllb ~
pt8letred, bul not ' - Y· 10.15

Skydlve

11 SkyciVe Orenge Call (703)942·
3871 tor brochure Ask about
IIUdenl cilcountsl

*'

8Dftna 8reek 'II- Sell
eam
caah lo go treel Student Trevel

~ l.oc*ingtot_..,
el*y to WOlle In • ~ C011C1P1
Slllly: $5~.
Spor1 Club~ Mull be

mol!Yaled, ~ '8blt 10 worll

R
We're Toyota Motor Credit
Colpofallon (TMOC), one of
Amet1ca'afastesl-growtng & most

Mexico, the Carlbbeen, etcJ
818801\11 & lull-time emoiovmen\
avalleble.
No
experience
necessary. For more Info call
(206)634-G468, xC53251 .

Mill Street Grill In Staunton
..,... you 10 appty for any or al

Beaa oeblnet- Hertlle XL11,
brand new driver, $350. Alex, 432·

9085.

~'-to W0111 . . . . .~
• mille dlclllons In • IMIIn,
prviesu:)naJ manner. CtM!My,
enfMium, Odclldon. d8pMidloblty

BOOKCASES
$35-$60

1100/hr poaalble - Mailing our
clloutara For Info cen (202)288-

ltallen tutor - 2 hrshrk. Please

caH 432..()759. Price negotiable.

Blbyeltter - Wednllday, 1·10.
Near the Commons. Easy money •
433· 1823
Environmental ,....rch firm 11
hiring polite, reliable people,
preferably with office & computer
experience to conduct telephOne
tntervlllft Cno sales) & do off~
work. Flexible part·tlme evening
at'lfls, Monday·Siturdly, SS.S&'hl'.
Apply a1 2'-6 E. Water St.,
Monday· Frlday between 3-7 p.m.;
no phone call.

Need .........I Allll1lY ........
Lunch, downtown Harr1sonburg.
Apply 10001

Worldng • one to be 11 .
I

LOST & FOUND
Found - Jecket In Duke Hell.
DIICitMt to Identity. 564..()()96
Female aungleaaea found In
BUIIneM building. Call to ldentily,
43:HI030

SERVICES
Netlonal OJ Connection eaya
'Welcome Back JMUI' Great

entertalrlmeot. 433-03110

JMU etudente - I I heir cute
Monday-Wednesday. Classic
Touch. Cal 564.()212.
Buy, aell, tredel Baseball,
besketblll, football, hoCkey, non·
aports. Dukes Sportscards, 1.427
S. Main St. Phone 433-0UKE.

Gutter lnatructlon - Beginning
through advenced. Close to
campus Eric, 434·7930.
Typlet - Accurtte, rea1oneble,
computerllypewriler, rush fobs.
434-4947, or pager, 568.0n.4.
F,..hmen perking - Lot next to
JMU. Call 433·212Er after 6 p.m.
Loweat prlcee on Imprinted T·
shirts, sweatshi rts , etc.l Also
novelty Items & embroidered
sportswear! Group discounts!
Campus Cullom Reso urces,
Unltd 433-3734
20-. off ell I ron World
memberahtpa with Valley Gold
Cald. Call433· 1956
1Q4)(, o" totel purcheae et Cool
Breeze Cyctwy with Valley Gold
Card. Cel433·1956.

NOncE
For mor6 lnlormetJon end
eMIItanc:e f191rdlng the
lnveetlp11on of flnenclng
bualneu opportunftlN l wort!·
It-home opportunltlel, contact
the Better Bueln•• Bureau
lno., .. (703) 342·3455.

WANTED
'
Wentldl America'slastest grbwlng
travel company now seeking
Individuals to promote trips to
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida, Padre, Barbados. Easiest
way to travel free, fantastic pay.
Sunsp&ash Tour1. (800)426-nlo.
Wented
Cempua
repreeentatlve. Kodak products,
Spring Break trips. Guaranteed.
Best Prices & Incentives. Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica, S. Padre &
Florida.
We
handle
th e
bookkeeping, you handle the

sates. Call (800)222..._.32.

PERSONALS
For thoae effected by sexual
assault - There Is a student·run
support group, HAVEN. For tnlo
contact All Sunon. 433-0406
Nurae
acholerahlpe
Freshmen/sophomore nursi ng

students, cash In on good grades
Apply now for Army ROTC
&ehOiarshlps. can 568-e264
Welcome Beck Zeteal KatherineCongratulations on inltlallonl We
lOve youl

Hello AtA! Welcome back, It's so

wondert\JI to see you alii

• I'

College Handbell Choir l ormlng
at Asbury UMC Transportation
provided. Contact Laura Douglass,

434·2836.
Thenk you 10 lhe lovely
housekeeping lad1es who helped
IK dean the ltood We appreciate
you & your hard workl
Welcome beck Aaleral Gel ready
for an awesome semester!
o ..r IAE .t nKC~- Thenkl lor
starling off our yea r righll Love

you, At.A.

CARE
Cempu1
Aauull
Ruponee Helpline - Needs
volunteers. Applications available
In Women 's Resource Center
(Logan HaH). Can x3407 lor lnlo.
Welcome beck to all sororitJes &
lratemilles. Sigma Kappa Is very
happy to see everyone back at
JMUI Good luck to all With rush.
Welcome beck to thoae el1te11
who want abroad last semester!
We love you , & we missed youl
Love, Ai i.
Were you In FBLA? Come to the
lnfonnational meeting lor Phi Bet.a
Lambda Busi ness Soci ety at 6
rm. G3.
p.m. In Zane Showker

Han.

Recycle this
Breeze, please.
Protect the
environment.

TIME IS RUNNING
OUT

,.

Don't miss· your chance this semester to reach more than
11,000 JMU students
and 1,400 full-time faculty and staff.
(or at least your special Pookie Bear in the classifieds)
Deadlines for display ads are Monday and Thursday at 5 p.m.
Deadlines for classifieds are Tuesday and Friday at noon.

...
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•Now Hiring Drivers•

r:--.

J..

433-i300

-&SUBS!

433-3111
Port Rd I Market St

JMU Campus I S. Main St

Snack Attack
Medium One Topping
Pizza

5.''
Ulll DOIILIS

!

oNE TOPPING PIZZAS •

CHIIZZIICIIS
.1.t CHEIDIICU
w!..•c•l

! 4.''

PIZZA PANIC

I ..... IYIQ TOPPING
:

PIZZA &~-.=atAact,

!

6 +'' .
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